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(CFYJ) is a national nonprofit organization
working to end the practice of trying, sentencing,
and incarcerating youth in the adult criminal justice system.
Part of our work involves improving the juvenile justice system and
ensuring that youth and families have a voice in justice system reform
efforts. Through these efforts we have seen and heard first-hand the trouble
that families face when dealing with the justice system and were approached by the
Annie E. Casey Foundation to write this publication.
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CFYJ was started in 2005 by a family member whose child was being prosecuted in the
adult system. Since our founding, we have placed a significant emphasis on making sure that
youth and families who have been directly affected by the justice system are involved in our
advocacy efforts. Becoming more family-focused means that everyone, including advocacy
organizations such as ours, need to start working differently. We are responsive to families by
making a concerted effort to meet the needs of families who call our offices looking for help, and
we involve family members in discussions around our strategic goals and initiatives.
One of the major components of our work is staffing and supporting the Alliance for Youth
Justice, formerly known as the National Parent Caucus. The Alliance formalizes our
commitment to involving persons who have been directly affected by the justice system
in our advocacy efforts. The Alliance for Youth Justice is made up of families, youth,
and allies from across the country who come together to advocate, share information, and guide policy reform efforts to transform the justice system. The
Alliance provides educational materials, campaign tools, and skills- and
leadership-training opportunities to build a movement of reformers and family experts on youth justice issues. Readers
interested in joining the Alliance should email
alliance@cfyj.org or call (202) 558-3580.
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Introduction
“Our goal is to partner with you as a family. We value and appreciate
you as the single greatest influence in your child’s life.”

From the first call families receive letting them know their child is in trouble, families report feeling shocked, confused, and traumatized by the system.

I knew absolutely nothing. They were talking about terms I had no knowledge
of. As a parent, you have no idea what rights you have. Should I speak?
Should my son speak?1
As families move through the system, they are confronted by justice system professionals who appear to blame them for their child’s behavior.

In most circumstances, parents are the most intricately involved people in
their youth’s life. Many parents have the desire, will, and hope to help their
children achieve success. It is very frustrating that we are not valued and
validated. It is not very empowering or encouraging when all you hear as a
parent is, “What caused this?” “What are you doing about this?” Well, if we
knew, don’t you think that we would fix it?2
Most justice systems in operation today are not the result of conscious planning
or design, but rather reflect an accumulation of laws, policies, and practices that
have developed over the past hundred years. Given the history of the juvenile
justice system, which kept families at arm’s length, coupled with organizational
and fiscal challenges facing agencies today, it is not surprising that many justice
systems are struggling to meet the needs of families.
The good news is that a paradigm shift is underway in juvenile justice – one that
recognizes that families are the most knowledgeable experts in their children’s
lives. System stakeholders are working together with families to break down stereotypes and stigma, engage families in individual treatment decisions and larger
policy reforms, and prepare youth for productive futures. For example, DuPage
County, Illinois, has embraced a new philosophy for working with families that
exemplifies this new approach:
Our goal is to partner with you as a family. We value and appreciate you as
the single greatest influence in your child’s life. You can bring about positive
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change for both your family and the whole community. We encourage you to
communicate openly and regularly with probation staff because we share a
common goal of success for youth.3
In the past few years, the juvenile justice field has made major strides in elevating
the importance of family involvement to overall system reform efforts. We have
come a long way even though we have far to go. In 2008, the Center for Juvenile
Justice Reform at Georgetown University conducted a survey of juvenile justice
probation and correctional leaders and found that family engagement was ranked
as one of the three most important operational issues facing their department or
agency, but also the most difficult to address.4 Since that time, numerous organizations and initiatives have developed tools, resources, and strategies to assist
agencies. While each of the individual efforts makes important contributions to
the field, what has been missing is a vision of what a transformed justice system
would look like that honored and supported families before and after their children
had contact with the system. This workbook fills that gap by providing a clear
and intentional guide to transforming the justice system by taking a family-driven
approach.

Family involvement has been a priority at the following juvenile
justice-related organizations:
• Center for Juvenile Justice Reform at
Georgetown University
• Council of Juvenile Correctional
Administrators
• Performance-based Standards for
Youth Correction and Detention
Facilities
• MacArthur Foundation’s Models for
Change Initiative

• National Evaluation and Technical
Assistance Center for the Education
of Children and Youth Who Are
Neglected, Delinquent, or At Risk
• Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention’s National
Center for Youth in Custody
• Vera Institute of Justice’s Family
Justice Program
• Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Juvenile
Detention Alternatives Initiative

Justice system professionals often make reference to the “my-child test,” a standard that asks whether the justice system in operation today would be the one
you would want for your own child (see page 26). While our research findings
suggest that no jurisdiction currently meets this standard, as demonstrated by
the numerous examples in this workbook, we now know that families can be
supported and valued at every stage of the justice system. Through a literature
review, focus groups, surveys of system professionals, and site visits, this workbook identifies the common ground that exists between family members and system professionals, and it provides a road map forward to making family-system
partnerships a reality.
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Family Comes First breaks down what families want into five specific features
representing a transformed justice system:
1. Families will be supported before and after challenges arise.
2. Families will have access to peer support from the moment a youth is
arrested through exit from the system.
3. Families will be involved in decision-making processes at the individual,
program, and system levels to hold youth accountable and keep the
public safe.

What are your top
reasons for reading
this workbook?

4. Families will be strengthened through culturally competent treatment
options and approaches.
5. Families will know their children are prepared for a successful future.
In addition, this workbook provides a new framework for systems—the FAMILY
Model—to guide efforts to create and sustain meaningful family-system partnerships. Readers can think of the Five Features as slices in a pie that together
achieve a transformed justice system, with the FAMILY Model providing the essential ingredients to achieve this vision.

How to Use This Workbook
This workbook presumes that all of its readers are deeply committed to helping
children and are eager to learn how to improve the way families are treated within
the justice system. We encourage you to make this workbook your own and have
provided extra margin space to jot down your thoughts while you read. We also
occasionally provide prompt questions to spark ideas about how to use the information in your own jurisdiction.
Some readers will want to read this publication cover-to-cover. Others will skip to
the sections that appeal most to them. There is no right or wrong way to use the
information. To help you decide which approach to take, below is a brief description of the major sections of this workbook.
In Part I we review the research on why families need to be integral partners in
addressing youth needs as well as the common misconceptions that exist about
families. We report the major problems that family members often experience
when they have contact with the justice system, followed by the reasons system
stakeholders find it difficult to work with families. We also summarize the benefits
that systems have already achieved by becoming more family-friendly. From this
background material readers will see that families and systems working together
is best for children and public safety.
In Part II we describe the “Five Features of a Transformed Justice System” by
highlighting promising ideas used in communities across the country at different
stages of the justice system. The examples are offered to showcase the breadth
and scope of what families say they want for their children and our justice system.
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The examples are not a complete inventory of family-friendly practices in the juvenile justice field. To create such a document would span several thousand pages,
a testament to the efforts of hundreds of individuals who have developed creative
programs and strategies to help families (see the Methodology section for a complete description of how we choose which programs to feature). Instead, we hope
these innovations stimulate conversation and generate ideas to use in your own
community. This section shows readers that change is possible and that family
members can work alongside system professionals to meet the needs of youth.
Part III compiles the lessons learned from across the country about how systems have been able to achieve the results to date. Using the word “family” as
a mnemonic device, we present the FAMILY Model as an integrated conceptual
framework for system stakeholders to use to evaluate how responsive the justice
system and other child-serving agencies in their community are at meeting the
needs of youth and families. We also provide concrete policy recommendations to
help federal, state, and local policymakers take an affirmative family-focused approach to transform the current justice system and related child-serving agencies.
In Part IV, we provide three concrete tools to help you get started making policy
and practicing changes in your own jurisdiction. Tool 1 is our quick start guide that
helps explain how transformation efforts happen and helps readers identify things
they can do to initiate action in their agency or community. Tool 2 is a sample
focus group script to use to solicit concerns and frustrations of family members.
Tool 3 is a comprehensive assessment for systems to evaluate how well their system complies with the elements of the FAMILY Model.

Here are some additional ideas for how to use this workbook:

Educate yourself
and others about
the need to support
families involved in
the justice system.
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Train families
and staff by using
this workbook to
challenge existing
stereotypes about
families and spark
conversations about
ways to improve the
justice system.

Identify ways to
expand upon the
positive changes
already underway in
the community.

Develop a policy
agenda to pursue
at the local, state,
and federal levels
to build the familysystem partnerships
proposed in this
workbook.

Helpful Definitions
The challenge of describing how the justice system can become more responsive
to the needs of families reflects, in part, a lack of consensus about the vocabulary
used to describe who and what we mean. What do we mean when we say we
want the justice system to be more responsive to the needs of families? Do we
mean better services to address family needs? Do we mean ways for the system
to communicate with families and gain their insights about how to help their child?
Do we mean opportunities for family members to partner with justice agencies in
developing policies and procedures and training staff? Do we mean opportunities
for family members to voice opinions in public policy decisions? The answer to all
of these questions is yes.

Do the policy statements
in my jurisdiction use this
definition of family?
If not, who or what
aspects are missing?

Each of these elements is a component of a solution to help systems respond to
the needs of families, but none is sufficient in isolation. To ensure that everyone
reading this workbook understands us, here are our definitions.

The People and Players in the System
Children and youth are used interchangeably throughout this workbook to refer
to all persons under the age of 18, regardless of whether the person is handled by
the juvenile or adult court. We also use these terms to refer to young adults who
are still under court jurisdiction for a crime committed as a child.
Family is broadly defined to include biological, foster, and adoptive parents, including persons in same-sex couples who may be acting as a parent but are not
legally related to the child; siblings; grandparents; aunts and uncles; legal guardians and kinship caregivers; and all other persons in the child’s support network
who are viewed as part of the family system, such as clergy, neighbors, or close
family friends. The definition and meaning of family also varies based on cultural
backgrounds. To incorporate a cultural lens into this definition of family, we would
like readers to keep in mind the following:
A family is the group of individuals who share a cultural world view and take
responsibility for one another. Families support each member emotionally,
physically, and financially and raise their children and youth within that cultural framework…Each family has a unique culture of its own in addition to the
external cultures with which it and individual members affiliate. Each family’s
culture influences how the family approaches the tasks of daily living (such as
food, dress, work, or school). This culture can also direct how a family deals
with conflict and makes decisions.5
Family Advocates refers to family members who help advocate on behalf of an
individual youth or family; it is also used to refer to families who are organized to
advocate for system transformation. These persons may or may not be affiliated
with an organization, and they may or may not be financially compensated for
their services.
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Here is an example of how one facility, O.H. Close Youth
Correctional Facility in Stockton, California, defines family for
visitation purposes:
A youth’s immediate and extended families are encouraged to visit. Once
family members have been approved, they will be placed on the youth’s Visiting
List. Immediate family members are parents, legal guardians, foster parents,
legal wife, children, siblings, and grandparents. Extended family members are
any adult related to the youth by blood, adoption, or marriage, and any adult
who has an established household or mentoring relationship with the youth.
This would include godparents, clergy, teachers, neighbors, and family friends.
Also, with advanced approval by the youth’s Parole Agent and/or Treatment
Team Supervisor, other persons who have an important relationship with the
youth may be placed on his approved Visiting List.

Family-Run, Family-Led, and Family-Voice Organizations refers to organizations that specifically advocate on behalf of individual families and are involved
in policy and system reform efforts. Although these organizations could also be
viewed as system stakeholders, we view these organizations as distinct in that
their primary aim is to represent the interests of diverse families.6
System Stakeholders and System Professionals are used interchangeably to
refer to people working for government agencies, quasi-government organizations
(e.g., nonprofits that provide services to others under government contracts), as
well as traditional child and juvenile advocacy organizations. The justice system
is made up of numerous agencies usually involving law enforcement, corrections
and probation departments, and juvenile and adult courts. Other agencies such
as the child welfare, mental health, education, and human services agencies also
play a role in the functioning of the justice system. We use these terms expansively
to refer to all of these people who are connected professionally to the functioning
of our government systems. Usually these persons are financially compensated
for their work.
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Different Concepts Involving Families
The existing literature and vocabulary used to describe efforts for families involved
in the justice system have been confusing. We use the following terms:
Family Engagement or Family Involvement refers to programs, services, efforts,
or initiatives to work with families within the existing structure of the current legal
and social service delivery system. The examples profiled in this workbook fall
within this category. While all of them are important improvements and developments that should be replicated, these approaches are not sufficient to fully
transform justice and other child-serving agencies into systems that fully respond
to the needs of youth and families.
Family Partnership or Family-System Partnerships are the terms we use to refer to our aspirational vision for how families and systems will work together in the
future. These transformed systems will view families as equal partners and create
meaningful opportunities for families to participate in decision-making processes
regarding their individual child, and also to have a voice in establishing policies in
the justice system. Systems that are able to achieve family partnership are likely
to demonstrate the Five Features and adhere to the FAMILY Model proposed in
this workbook.
As systems move from engaging and involving families to systems that partner
with families, investments in family advocates, specifically the development of
family-run organizations to work with justice-system-involved families, will be
necessary. Family Investment therefore refers to financial and other types of
concrete support (e.g., office space, access to training, leadership development)
for family-run, family-led, and family-voice organizations to enable family members to participate fully in the FAMILY Model.
We hope that as a result of this process, families will become empowered and act
as change agents in their own lives and for the greater community. In the words of
Kordnie Jamillia Lee, a former foster youth, Family Empowerment is something
that families do for themselves: “Empowerment is not something that is given by
those who professionally represent systems of care to youth and families. It is a
realization that comes from having a genuine place at the table.”7

What about children without families?
Some youth come to the attention of justice agencies without
biological parents who are able to adequately care for them.
But just because a youth isn’t being raised by a biological, foster, or adoptive parent, or other relative caregiver, does not
mean the child is lacking a family. Instead, it means that the
child’s family members have not been located or identified.
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For youth in these situations, one of the goals of the justice system should
be to establish permanency for the child. Permanency means that children
will have enduring and lifelong family relationships enabling them to create
and maintain a sense of family history and traditions, as well as a racial and
ethnic identity.8 Justice agencies should use Family Finding and other permanency-oriented techniques developed for youth in foster care to identify
and recruit family members who will be able to be part of the unconditional, permanent support system for these youth. What would this look like in
practice? Here is one example:
Jesse, a 15-year-old boy, was arrested with some friends after they failed
to pay the bill at a local Denny’s restaurant. The manager caught them
and called the police. While the other kids were picked up by their parents from juvenile hall, Jesse’s mom did not want him back. The local
runaway and homeless youth shelter was called and took him in. After
calling his mom, staff at the shelter learned she had a life-long drug and
alcohol problem, and she was now homeless and living with friends. She
did not have the ability to care for her son.
With the shelter advocating on Jesse’s behalf, the court dropped the
charges on Jesse, and the county social services agency agreed to place
him with the shelter as an emergency foster care placement. While working with Jesse, staff at the shelter convinced his mom to sign herself into
residential treatment and encouraged him to maintain contact with her
by visiting with her twice a week.
To come up with a permanent plan for Jesse, the county social service
agency convened a team decision- making meeting to bring all Jesse’s
family and adult friends together to brainstorm where he could live.
The Family Finding model was used, and Jesse’s “cousin” volunteered to
have Jesse live with her. Although not biologically related, the cousin had
known Jesse his entire life and he had relationships with her other children. The cousin listed her rules that Jesse had to abide by and he agreed.9
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Part One
Families & Systems
“Family members are still the minority. They feel like there is a
space to be heard but they are not being listened to as equals.”

Why Families Matter
The evidence base for making the justice system more responsive to the needs of
families draws upon research from a variety of disciplines, including early childhood development, education, mental health, physical health, child welfare, and
juvenile justice.10 Leading experts in the family engagement movement offer three
primary reasons why involving families makes a difference in addressing the treatment needs of children.
First, “parents have special knowledge that can enhance the design of interventions and treatments.”11 Parents typically have more contact with their children
than any system professional, and they can share cultural knowledge that is critical to contextualizing interventions to make them effective.12 In other words, families know what is likely to work best with their children and which approaches
probably won’t.
Second, “parents can promote healthy development, can prevent problems from
developing or exacerbating, and can implement effective treatment protocols and
educational interventions.”13 When families are involved, they can monitor what is
happening with their children, keep youth on track, and inform system professionals when things aren’t working out as expected.
Third, research demonstrates that outcomes improve when family and youth are
active participants in their own treatment,14 particularly when youth and families
are given leadership roles in making treatment decisions.15 This is perhaps the
area that causes the most conflict for justice system professionals, because they
are often forced by state law or local policy to impose specific sanctions or punishments depending on the type of offense a youth has been charged with.
While the research is clear that families and youth have improved outcomes when
they are active participants in decision-making, these perspectives have been
slow to filter down to decision-making practices in the justice system. Part of the
reason is due to the rigid nature of the criminal law; however, we also believe that
a major contributing reason for this failure is due to existing myths about families.
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The American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (AACAP)
approved a policy statement in October 2009 explicitly endorsing family
and youth participation in clinical decision-making:
Family and youth involvement is essential at each phase of the treatment
process, including assessment, treatment planning, implementation, monitoring, and outcome evaluation. Family and youth partnership also needs to
inform decision making at the policy and systems level. Family priorities and
resources must be identified and should drive care. Throughout the treatment process families and youth must:
•

have the right to be involved in making decisions regarding
providers and others involved in the treatment team;

•

be encouraged to express preferences, needs, priorities, and
disagreements;

•

collaborate actively in treatment plan development and in
identifying desired goals and outcomes;

•

be given the best knowledge and information to make decisions;

•

make joint decisions with their treatment team; and

•

participate actively in monitoring treatment outcomes and
modifying treatment.16

The Myth of the “Dysfunctional Family”
The stereotype of the bad, thoughtless, uncaring parent is pervasive in society. As
scholar-advocates Sylvia Ann Hewlett and Cornel West note in their book, The War
Against Parents, “Hollywood’s emphasis on incompetent or abusive parents has
become so pervasive that we have been lulled into taking this kind of parent-bashing for granted as a harmless quirk of mass entertainment.”17 Yet like all stereotypes, they lead us to make inappropriate assumptions that often lead to more
harm than good. When it comes to thinkWhen our child entered the
ing about children who commit crimes,
system, it was clear to my
many people assume the “bad parent”
has caused the child’s delinquency.
family that we had already been

stigmatized as “bad parents.” That
somehow we were responsible for
our child getting involved in the
system. This label stayed with us
through every step of the process.18
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The academic literature suggests a link
between parenting behaviors and criminal justice involvement,19 and many readers know of children who have committed crimes after having been victimized
themselves. The laudable efforts to address the needs of “crossover youth”—

youth in the child welfare system who end up in the justice system—may also
have inadvertently reinforced a view that parents of children involved in the justice
system have abused or neglected their children. 20 Even for the limited group of
these families, government policies and public and private agencies have too often
failed to provide equal access to resources that might have addressed some of the
underlying economic needs or critical social and emotional supports necessary to
break the cycle. 21 According to Hewlett and West,
Starting in the late 1960s, successive administrations, both Republican and
Democrat, have pulled the rug from under adults raising children, progressively dismantling programs and policies that underpin family life. Indeed, in
some instances government has intervened with the deliberate intention of
disabling and displacing moms and dads.22

Most jurisdictions have
youth arrest data, and
many jurisdictions collect
self-report data from
adolescents as well.
Does your jurisdiction
collect this information?
What does it tell you?

Several misconceptions are pervasive in the field of juvenile justice today that promote the myth that coercive justice agencies are needed to “fix” families, including beliefs that: families don’t care about their children; families are irresponsible
and condone their child’s behavior; and families don’t have anything to offer to the
experts in the system who know better. These common beliefs infect the entire
justice system and society overall. Families themselves often hold negative views
of other families in the system at first, contributing to the stigma and isolation.
However, when we are able to see the stereotypes for what they are, we can see
past the misconceptions and move forward.

How do we know the “dysfunctional family” is a myth?
First, the reason children are involved in the justice system has more to do with policing and diversion practices than it is a reflection of the actual troublesome behaviors that youth get into.23 Research shows that nearly all children engage in delinquent activities at some point during their development.24 If children who engage in
delinquent activity come from dysfunctional families, then we are all dysfunctional.
Engaging in delinquent behaviors is a normal part of the adolescent experience, a
view confirmed by adolescent self-report data and adolescent brain development
research.25 Many readers of this workbook will recall participating in an activity as a
child that is criminalized today. Perhaps you were involved in a schoolyard fight or
experimented with drugs or alcohol? Today these activities are labeled assault, drug
possession, and public intoxication. You may even have been involved in more serious behaviors, such as former Senator Alan Simpson, who as a teenager “rode aimlessly around town, shot things up, started fires and generally raised hell.”26 Yet very
few readers will apply their image of the “bad parent” to their own family experience.
Second, while research suggests that poor family functioning creates risk factors
for youth, the same research shows that families can serve as protective factors
as well.27 The overwhelming majority of “evidence-based programs” that exist for
children, and juvenile justice specifically, are programs that build explicitly upon
a family’s strengths. If there is one clear theme about what makes juvenile justice
programs for children effective, it is that they involve the family.28 Families are the
solution to addressing the needs of children who are at risk of entering or already
have encountered the justice system.
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Does the jurisdiction
have any data about the
proportion of youth
coming from families with
intergenerational contact
with the justice system?
Crossover youth? What
does the data tell you?

Third, all available evidence demonstrates that while a small proportion of families
of youth in the justice system have extensive criminal justice histories or issues
with abuse and neglect, the overwhelming majority of families do not. The studies
on the concentration of offenders in families suggest that less than 8% of families have extensive intergenerational contact with the justice system.29 Further,
while co-offending by siblings was common, “[t]here was no evidence that parents directly encouraged their children to commit crimes or taught them criminal
techniques; on the contrary, a criminal father usually disapproved of his son’s
offending.”30
Neither have the majority of children in the system been abused.31 According to
the Survey of Youth in Residential Placement, most children (70%) have not been
abused.32
Separate from stereotypes about families, there is another common view focusing on the need to “help” poor families through the juvenile court system. Many
people believe poverty causes youth to commit crimes and prevents families from
being able to properly care for their children. Their logic is that these families are
not “bad,” but because they are poor the court needs to step in to regulate the
family. Professor and legal scholar Dorothy Roberts has written about the connection between poverty, crime, and child abuse:
“[I do not view] poor people who commit crimes as incapable of conforming
to the law. Denying people’s moral agency treats them as less than human. It
also supports repressive social policies, including tougher criminal sanctions,
that are defended precisely by the claim that poverty and the culture it breeds
makes people dangerous. The notion that oppression strips its victims of the
faculties of responsible, autonomous beings perversely legitimates their continued subjugation.”33
There is no doubt that the failure to have adequate economic resources places
a strain on families that compromises their ability to care for their children in a
manner they might otherwise choose if such resources were available. Common
sense suggests that families who are unable to meet the basic needs in the home,
such as providing adequate food and housing conditions for their children, are
unlikely to be able to focus on any therapeutic goals.34 The solution, however, is
not to funnel resources into a coercive justice system, but rather to redirect these
resources in such a way that court monitoring will be unnecessary.
Families of limited economic means want the same kind of justice that wealthier
families get when their children get in trouble. With access to high-quality legal
representation, children from wealthier families are more likely to be diverted away
from the justice system into appropriate education or mental health services to
address the youth’s needs without being saddled with a criminal record.
Rather than relying on misconceptions about families, system professionals will
achieve better outcomes for youth and public safety by approaching families with
the following positive presumptions (see DuPage County for an example of how a
justice agency has incorporated these presumptions into its work):
1. All families care about their children and can be trusted to make good
decisions on their children’s behalf.
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2. All families have strengths to build upon, including families with mental
health or substance abuse issues or prior involvement with the criminal
justice and child welfare systems.
3. All families want to make sure their children grow up safe and free from
entering the justice system, and for those children who are already part of
the system, free from continued justice system involvement.
4. All families have dreams for their children and want them to succeed in
all aspects of adult life. Families hold onto these dreams even for children
who are part of the justice system, and they want the justice system to
help their children fulfill these dreams.

What policy statements
in the jurisdiction should
be updated to reflect these
presumptions?

An Excerpt from DuPage County’s Efforts on Family Involvement35
The Parental Involvement in the Juvenile Justice System focus is
one in which families are engaged, involved and valued.
It is our belief that the vast majority of parents care about their
children, and parent them to the best of their ability. It is also our belief that
some parents, due to their life experiences, current circumstances, skill level,
socioeconomic status, degree of social support, special needs of their children, and other factors, could benefit from receiving additional information
about effective parenting (e.g., child development and the changing role of
parents), skill building, resources, and social support from both professionals
and other parents.
It is also our belief that the vast majority of children and adolescents want
to please their parents, and are looking to them for love, approval, guidance,
limit-setting, and consistency. When these needs are not sufficiently met,
children may display problematic behaviors in order to call attention to these
unmet needs.
It is our goal to assist parents throughout their child’s involvement in the
juvenile justice system through engagement and involvement as we believe
that parents have the greatest opportunity to positively impact the behavior
of their child.
Core Concepts of Family Centered Justice include:
Dignity and Respect
Juvenile justice system staff listens to and honors family perspectives and
choices. Family knowledge, values, beliefs and cultural backgrounds are incorporated into the planning and delivery of services.
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Information Sharing
Juvenile justice system staff communicates and shares information with families in ways that are affirming and useful. Families receive timely, complete and
accurate information in order to effectively participate in decision-making.
Participation
Families are supported in participating in services and decision- making and
are empowered to increase their level of participation.
Collaboration
Families, juvenile justice system staff, and justice system leaders collaborate
in program and policy development, implementation and evaluation, and in
professional education, as well as in the delivery of services.

Common Ground on Barriers to
Family Involvement
We are at the beginning of a movement to change the way families are treated by
the justice system. Moving forward together requires understanding the challenges that families face when dealing with the justice system, as well as appreciating
the difficulties that system stakeholders have in responding to their needs. To
gather both perspectives, we conducted focus groups with families and surveys
of justice system stakeholders. Several common themes emerge from these two
groups who might otherwise be thought to hold opposing viewpoints.

Tip: Look for areas
where people agree
on changes that need
to be made in the
jurisdiction.

First, families and justice system stakeholders both acknowledge that the justice
system blames parents for their children’s behavior. As a result, the lack of trust
and animosity that exists between families and system stakeholders makes it
difficult for the system to engage families.
Second, families and system professionals agree that families lack basic information about the process of the court system, their legal rights, and the role of the
various players in the system, which prevents effectively addressing any treatment needs of the child.
Third, families and systems stakeholders also realize that families often lack the
economic and social supports necessary to meet the needs of their children and
fully participate in the existing activities offered by the system. To make matters
worse, justice agencies are not staffed or resourced appropriately to resolve these
problems.
The good news is that families and system stakeholders also agree on solutions.
With access to knowledge about their rights, an opportunity to participate in decision-making at all levels, and support from other families and staff, families and
youth can have positive outcomes.
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Family Perspectives on the Justice System
In partnership with the federal Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) and the Education Development Center, we coordinated a series of
focus groups in 2011 to better understand the concerns and frustrations of families involved with the justice system. The results are sobering, and they largely
mirror findings from focus groups conducted with parents across the country for
more than the past decade.36
The key findings from the focus groups are:
1. The justice system fails to communicate properly with families.  Families
lack basic information about the process of the court system, the role of
the various players in the system, and their legal rights.

How does the
jurisdiction collect data
about family member
perceptions of the
system (e.g., interviews,
surveys, focus groups)?

2. The justice system blames parents for their children’s behavior and perpetuates feelings of guilt, shame, and isolation among families.
3. Families recognize that children are unfairly treated because of race, ethnicity, and class.
4. Families who know their children are at risk often try to access support
or services but are unable to get them.  Families often turn to the justice
system seeking help.
5. Once in the system, youth are not given the appropriate services or support to help them get back on track.
6. Families’ experiences are not all negative.  When families are actively engaged, have access to knowledge about their rights, an opportunity to
participate in developing treatment plans for their children, and support
from other families and staff, they consistently speak of the positive experiences they have had with the system.
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Lack of Communication and Knowledge

“Our son got into a situation and was incarcerated. As parents, we had no idea
what to do. We needed information. We needed to share information. Parents
need guidance.”37
“When we first got involved in the system, the thing that baffled us was the lack
of communication. At no point did anyone in authority tell us what was happening
with our child. We were uninformed and didn’t know the questions to ask and we
didn’t know our rights; worse, we were meant to feel like we didn’t have any. Our
child was transferred from one facility to another and no one ever told us where
they were taking him.”
“I didn’t have family, friends, or anyone who had been in the system to help us out.
So for us it was a whole lot of unknowns, frustrations, time delays that we didn’t
know how to handle. We didn’t know what we could do, what we couldn’t do. Now
we hear things we should have asked but at the time I didn’t know I could ask.”
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Stigma and Shame

“You can’t talk with another person about it. You are ashamed, and they are judging
you. They don’t know you. It’s hard to tell family – they are asking, ‘what happened?’”
“People would say you’re not a good parent or you’re not doing what you need to
be doing. Heck, I was a single parent; I worked every day 8 to 5 like most people
do. I got off work and took my kid to tutoring, little league, whatever it is that needed to be done after that. I went home, prepared a meal. I got him prepared, we did
homework. I got him prepared for the next day for school. I did the same routine
that every other parent did, you know, that had two parents in the house. I felt like
I was being a good mother.”
“I feel like there is a shame and stigma that you live with as a parent. [On the outside,
you are] a very successful, happy family; but on the inside, when you get in your home,
and your home is the worst place to be in the world. [It is] an unbelievable feeling not
to want to go home, or not to know where your child is for 5, 6, or 7 days at a time.”
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Race, Ethnicity, and Class Disparities

“I grew up in Philadelphia and we used to get locked up for the smallest things. As
an adult, I moved to what I thought was a ‘better’ community but I quickly learned
that it had nothing to do with where I lived. Instead, it had to do with race. In my
view, kids of color get arrested more than other kids.”
“My son was walking home from school and he was curious about a fight that was
going on. He went to where the fight was occurring and when the police arrived my
son was arrested and accused of being part of gang activity. It was three hours before
we as the parents were notified. Racial disparity in [the County] is unbelievable.”
“I am a foster parent and I was also a child who experienced many systems, including
the justice system. I see the issues of poverty, race, lack of income, lack of knowledge
as adding to the problem of why our kids are ending up in systems that don’t work.”
“The system is unfair and there is no built-in protection to prevent a youth from
being judged because of the color of his skin.”
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Lack of Services and Support in the Community

“I came into this because my son at 12 got into a fight at school. The police were
called in. As a single parent of three I didn’t have access to resources. I made a
good living but too much for assistance.”
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“I was one of those parents that tried to be preemptive. I saw my son getting into
trouble and called a friend who worked in the correctional system.”
“We were told that since we lived in a rural area and mental health services were
scarce that it probably would be best for our child to be locked up because she’ll
get services faster.”
“I went [to the justice system] cause I felt like I had no other choice. I thought I had
exhausted all my choices, all of my options. I felt like I had nowhere else to go.”

Tip: Consider hosting
your own focus group
of family members. See
Tool 2 in this workbook.

“I have an education, I have a supportive family, I have a great job and we sent
him to a private military school for two years at the tune of $25,000 a year to give
him the structure and the discipline that people say he needed. After that I went
to the juvenile justice system and I filled out a warrant on my son because he was
completely out of control.”
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Lack of Services and Support in the Justice System

“We thought that when our son was sent to detention that this might scare him
from continuing down the path he was going. Nothing is further from the truth. We
saw firsthand the damage that detention did to our son.”
“In 8th grade my son received counseling that worked really well for him. Years
later, while locked in a detention facility, my son recognized he needed therapy
and requested it. He was told that they could provide him with counseling once a
month. We all understand that for therapy to be effective, it needs to occur more
than once a month. I believe if my son were given the proper counseling when he
asked for it, he would not be struggling with some of the issues he has today.”
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Some Families Have Positive Experiences

“I started to educate myself about the system. I made myself well-known to all
players in every aspect of my son’s detention experience. Today, I still have relationships with many law enforcement, judges, and social workers who worked
with my son. When I found out my rights, I was no longer afraid and was able to
deal with the system.”
“The staff was very supportive. They took into consideration the burdens that we
faced and they gave us an opportunity to determine ways to overcome those
burdens. They did include the family in my son’s treatment plan and they followed
through with services that helped our son.”
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Justice System Stakeholder Perspectives on Families
Which of these reasons
do you agree with?
Are there others you
would add?

At the beginning of 2012, we surveyed system stakeholders who are part of two
networks, the Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Juvenile Detention Alternative Initiative (JDAI) network made up primarily of county-level juvenile justice agencies and
the Council of Juvenile Correctional Administrators’ (CJCA) network of state-level
juvenile justice agency officials. The people in these two networks have dedicated
their lives to making a difference for the youth in their communities; we wanted
to know the barriers they face in involving families and to gather their best ideas
about how they have started to do better.
The responses from systems across the country – rural, suburban, and urban
jurisdictions alike – showed remarkable similarities. More importantly, the results
of the survey suggest significant common ground between families and system
stakeholders upon which to build.

Why do system stakeholders find it hard to engage families?
Reason #1: Lack of Trust
A key challenge to working with families is the lack of trust between families and
system stakeholders. When asked to identify “the most challenging or frustrating
aspects of working to engage families,” system stakeholders respond clearly that
“Families do not trust the system.”38 Stakeholders describe families as having an
“us versus them” mentality, viewing court personnel and other staff as enemies
rather than allies. A few stakeholders attribute this perception to prior negative
experiences families have had with other public agencies. The tension between
families and staff has meant that staff perceive some family members as hostile,
disrespectful, or as one JDAI coordinator says, some families have “an agenda
against the system. It seems as though we can never do anything to satisfy their
demands.” The lack of trust has concrete impacts on individual cases. A senior
probation manager notes: “Parents are not reporting problems within the home for
fear of prolonged involvement in the court system.”

Reason #2: Lack of Adequate Resources
Families who lack adequate economic resources and other social supports have
limited ability to fully engage or comply with system requirements. Four specific
barriers are repeatedly cited by system stakeholders.
First, stakeholders note that many family members have work hours that conflict
with court processes or other treatment meetings or programs. Many family members work multiple jobs, have shift work with odd hours, or have unreliable work
schedules. As one detention specialist notes: “The court hearing schedule is not
friendly to the parents, meaning a parent may sit all day waiting for the hearing to
be held, costing them a day’s pay, and therefore it is likely that they are less willing
to be cooperative.”
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Second, lack of economic resources directly limits the ability of families to obtain
services for their children if costs are involved. System stakeholders also note
that economic distress indirectly affects staff by hindering their ability to keep
in regular contact with family members because of frequent moves and phone
number changes.

The Economic Impact of Justice System Involvement on Families
Many families involved in the justice system live in poverty or near poverty.
The justice system often exacerbates the economic vulnerability of families
by placing added economic burdens on families through the use of a variety
of court- and incarceration-related fees and costs. A recent survey of more
than 1,000 parents and family members of youth involved in the justice system
found that more than half of these families survive on less than $25,000 per
year, with just 6% reporting incomes over the median household income in
America of $50,000 per year. Despite these limited financial resources, nearly
two-thirds reported spending more than $125 per month on system costs,
one-third spent more than $500 per month, and nearly one-fifth had costs
over $1,000 per month. The net result is that approximately one-third of families have to make difficult choices between paying for basic necessities or making court-related payments.39

Third, many family members lack their own transportation and public transportation is often limited. Transportation is particularly challenging when youth are in
residential settings located far from home.
Finally, system stakeholders note that families often need a comprehensive array
of resources and services that are often lacking in communities regardless of
whether families have the ability to pay for them. Others indicate that resources
may be available, but offered by a different agency. In these situations, justice
agencies express that their hands are often tied as they have no authority to compel services provided by a different agency.

Reason #3: Families Do Not Understand the System
System stakeholders say that family members lack an understanding of how the
system operates and of the specific role they can play in addressing their child’s
issues. Families are often mystified and overwhelmed by the system, with another
detention specialist noting that “Parents often don’t understand how serious the
process is.”
System stakeholders also express how difficult it can be to explain the system
to families. In their jobs, system professionals tend to use a lot of jargon with
which families are unfamiliar. One JDAI coordinator comments that it is “difficult
to convey complex court policy and budget issues that affect services.” Families
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Families of children in residential care have this to say about
hard-to-engage families:
Have you ever given up on a family? Perhaps because the parent was not able
to stay sober or refused to acknowledge his/her own mental illness? Maybe the
family was difficult, angry, or demanding. Maybe they just didn’t show up.
What is behind the perceived resistance? Many of us have been that parent.
We are seen only as the parent of the child in treatment, and yet our child in
residential is just one aspect of our life. What is disguised as ‘resistance’ may
be fatigue, or we may need to focus on our other children while this child is
in residential. We may need to deal with trauma or our own mental health
or substance abuse issues. We need to keep a job, a roof over our heads, and
food on the table. We may feel as though we are failing miserably at all of these
responsibilities and be at the end of our rope…
Please remember that when families are vulnerable it will take extra effort on
your part to see through what providers sometimes call ‘resistance.’ It is not
resistance, it is sadness and shame and feeling as if we are drowning or being
overwhelmed and needing help and not knowing how to ask or find it. We are
grieving and experiencing trauma and need an approach that is trauma informed and cognizant of our stages of grief and transformation…
When families come to you they are in crisis and they need relief, stabilization, and
support. Families need you to meet them where they are, validate their experiences
and recognize their strengths. They need to be able to be hopeful. Please don’t give
up and don’t judge and don’t label us as ‘resistant’ or ‘manipulative’ or ‘uncaring.’
Excerpted from: Building Bridges Initiative, Engage Us: A Guide Written by Families
for Residential Providers (2012).

also do not understand their role or responsibilities in the change process, what is
expected of them, or the resources that are available and how to use them.

Reason #4: Hard-to-Serve Families
While some system stakeholders cite “parents who don’t care” or parents who
“enable their child’s behavior” as barriers, others identify specific populations of
families that are perceived as hard to serve. These are mainly parents with mental
health or drug and alcohol issues themselves and families with multi-generational
criminal justice system involvement. For example, one program analyst states
that some “parents or family members are as delinquent and substance abusing as the youth and do not enforce the rules.” Another administrator of a state
juvenile corrections agency comments that the “cycles of violence, poverty and
chemical dependency” have prevented some family members from engaging with
the youth.
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What system-level barriers need to be addressed to serve
families more effectively?
In addition to addressing the challenges raised above, system stakeholders also
identified specific macro-level barriers that need to be addressed to enable the
justice system to better meet the needs of families.

Barrier #1: Juvenile Justice System Culture
First, and perhaps most important, system stakeholders recognize the need for a
change in the underlying philosophy and culture of the justice system. System stakeholders note that stereotypes and misperceptions about the needs and strengths
of families have made it difficult to get the entire agency working from a common
philosophy that recognizes families as partners. For example, one director of a state
juvenile corrections agency says we “need to break down thoughts such as ‘the
family caused the problem so why should they have a say?’”40 Even when agencies
do make space for family members in system decision-making and meetings, one
program coordinator notes that “Family members are still the minority. They feel like
there is a space to be heard but they are not being listened to as equals.”
Creating the cultural change of agencies will involve overcoming the fear of
change. For system professionals who have dedicated their lives to working to
help youth in their community and see themselves as experts, this will involve a
significant reexamination of the roles and expectations for all of the players in the
system. System stakeholders explicitly comment on the “reluctance to give up
any control or share power.” Judges will have to be “[open] to the notion that families have strengths and sometimes know best what will work to turn their children’s
lives around.” Probation staff also will need to change focus from being “enforcers
of court orders and brokers of services rather than providers of services.”

Barrier #2: Lack of Research, Training, and Tools
Systems need a research base, training, and tools to implement family-focused
practice. This workbook aims to fill part of this gap. Currently there is no set of
model laws or policies at the federal, state, and local levels that supports family engagement. In addition, most justice systems do not have the staff and organizational support structures needed to effectively and efficiently involve family members.
Some system stakeholders suggest the need to have specific employees assigned to address family involvement. Given the continual turnover in the youth
and families served by the justice system, one JDAI coordinator states that “It’s
time-consuming to keep what are essentially volunteers engaged; we constantly
have to recruit and train new volunteers.” Another senior case manager notes that
there is an “expectation that a family will be able to be involved for long periods
of time when in fact we need to engage several families so as not to overwhelm
them with meetings.”
Others point to the difficulty in engaging families because systems frequently lack
the resources to offer compensation or other motivating enticements to get family
members engaged: “We get paid and they don’t and this creates an imbalance in
incentives and ability to participate.”
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Barrier #3: Funding
Lack of funding is a chronic issue for all justice-related programs and services.
Agencies are dealing with cutbacks, and staff are being asked to do more with
less. Systems need a dedicated funding stream to provide resources to state and
local efforts on family engagement, particularly to be able to hire staff to coordinate family engagement efforts and staff to work specifically with families.

Barrier #4: Interagency Coordination and Information Sharing
Justice systems need additional support to address the challenges associated
with interagency coordination and information sharing. Effectively meeting the
needs of youth and families often means accessing services and supports (or
addressing challenges and barriers) from other governmental agencies such as
education, health, child welfare, housing, employment, and welfare systems. Understanding and reconciling different agency policies and procedures, specifically
regarding confidentiality rules, is a major hurdle that systems must overcome to
better serve families.

Barrier #5: Gaps in Leadership
In light of the barriers described above, leadership is needed to elevate the importance of family engagement. As one director of a juvenile probation department
comments, justice systems need “a champion at a high level to make sure this
happens.” Another notes that it is “difficult to dedicate staffing and budget resources to family involvement; it often gets pushed down the priority list.” Finally,
another probation officer states the need for local leaders who could cultivate
“the support of all community leaders [to] be united around our needs and having
a common agenda.”

What are the benefits of involving families?
We also asked system stakeholders to identify the benefits that have already been
achieved in their jurisdictions as a result of their family engagement efforts. The
survey results confirm the research findings described earlier that families and
youth have improved outcomes when they are active participants in their own
treatment and given a greater role in decision-making. While the practices that
each jurisdiction uses to involve families vary, system professionals report several
concrete benefits from their efforts.

Benefit #1: Youth have Greater Success
If justice systems want better outcomes for the youth in their care, it is clear that
involving families helps achieve this goal. Two quotes from directors of state corrections agencies demonstrate why: “Overall the kids are happier whenever we
involve their parents” and “Students are more likely to engage in treatment when
families are involved”.41
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Benefit #2: Lower Recidivism
Of critical importance to justice agencies, system professionals who have engaged families believe their efforts have led to improved public safety outcomes.
One senior case manager notes that “the more involved the family is, the less likely
the youth is to recidivate.” Others say that working with families “usually results in
more lasting change.” System professionals also say that efforts to involve families have had a positive fiscal impact on their system as children are not in the
system as long, and there is thus a reduced use of costly residential placements.

Benefit #3: Increased Trust and Open Communication
System stakeholders report that family involvement efforts have reduced stigma,
which has decreased the adversarial nature and suspicion between system stakeholders and families. Efforts to educate family members about the justice system
have eased anxiety and helped to engage family members. One county probation director comments that “Families seem relieved to find information about the
court and how things are handled.” Another notes, “Families are more engaged
because they understand the system better.” Family engagement helps “Families
feel part of the process not the problem.” As a result, families are more forthcoming about family issues and more likely to seek out support when problems arise
because they see the “system as a support and not just punishment.”

Benefit #4: Families Take Responsibility for Addressing Youth
Concerns
Instead of complaining, fighting, or resisting staff, engaged families are “more
likely to be cooperative and supportive of the probation officer and court” and
“more willing to partner with us to bring about change.” In addition, engaged
parents mean that “Parents are less likely to expect probation/parole to ‘fix’ their
child.” Youth are also held more accountable because once the family, teachers,
and other court and system personnel are all on the same page, children can’t
manipulate the adults against each other. Working with families also means that
“Families use tools with younger children not yet in the ‘system.’”

Benefit #5: Smoother Transition Back to the Community
For youth who spend time in a residential setting, system stakeholders note that
maintaining family contact is critical to ensuring a smooth transition back into the
community. Engaging families in the change process means that “Family support
[is available] to help provide corrective action to youth when needed.”

Benefit #6: Better Case Plans and Greater Compliance with System
Requirements
Family involvement efforts in juvenile justice have led to the development of better case plans. Families are able to identify and communicate to staff the youth’s
needs, risks, and strengths more quickly than can other professionals in the system. As a result, staff connect youth and families to relevant community resources
that will meet actual family needs. By helping to choose between services and
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If the jurisdiction has
already worked on
family engagement
efforts, do you agree
with the benefits
listed here? Are there
others you would add
to this list?

service providers, one probation supervisor notes that families have an increased
comfort level with the services and behavioral interventions used with their children. Finally, stakeholders indicate that “Parents that participate in the treatment
planning process seem to have more buy-in and commitment to the goals.” Families also possess a “greater understanding of consequences associated with
non-compliance” and demonstrate more follow through.

Benefit #7: Improved Agency Culture and Increased Staff Morale
Family engagement efforts have led to organizational culture changes for staff
and the system overall. Working with families has led to “more solution-focused
dialogue.” Staff develop a greater awareness of family needs and strengths. The
diverse strategies and efforts used for working with families have also made it
easier and safer for staff to do their jobs. Reduced conflict between staff, providers, and families has often translated into a better work environment for staff
and providers as demonstrated by comments such as “Staff feel supported since
there is less tension with the family” or “an overall improvement in morale by service providers because of less conflict with families.”

Benefit #8: Greater Interagency and Community Collaboration
Efforts to address family needs in a holistic manner have also led to a positive
byproduct of increased engagement with other child-serving agencies and to the
development of better services for more specific needs via interagency cooperation. As a result, justice systems have a better understanding of the cross-system
issues facing families. One JDAI coordinator mentions that “Involving community
builds a sense of shared responsibility for court-involved youth and families.”

Benefit #9: Increased Quality of Policies and Providers
System professionals also attribute family engagement efforts to having a positive
impact on the development of system-wide policies overall. System stakeholders
believe that a better understanding of the needs of families has led to a higher
quality of policy development and changes in protocol. One probation director
notes that “Family members offer a fresh or unique perspective on issues involving
their kids.” Another case manager comments that “Input by parents and their experience in the Juvenile Justice system enables us to formulate new policies and
procedures to make our system more effective.” Family feedback also has been
a useful source of information for quality assurance activities. For example, some
agencies conduct quality assurance calls of family members to learn about how
probation officers are interacting with clients and about the treatment they are
receiving from various service providers.
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Part Two

Five Features of a
Transformed Justice System
“I want a system that acts upon the belief
that youth need families, not facilities.”

Families want to help create a new vision for how government services, both
justice and non-justice agencies alike, respond to children and families. As mentioned at the outset of this workbook, families seek more than just a greater role in
the system as it exists today. Families want to be partners in making practice and
policy-level changes across all stages of the justice system. Fortunately, families
want many of the same broader policy reforms that juvenile justice system stakeholders have already been working to achieve.
The Youth Transition Funders Group, a network of grantmakers whose mission is
to help all youth make a successful transition to adulthood by age 25, has recently
put forward a clear and concise list of the comprehensive changes needed in the
current system. Justice systems need to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Divert youth from the justice system
Reduce institutionalization
Eliminate racial and ethnic disparity
Ensure access to quality counsel
Create a range of effective community-based programs
Recognize and serve youth with specialized needs
Build small rehabilitative facilities
Improve aftercare and reentry
Engage youth, family, and community
Keep youth out of adult courts, jails and prisons.42

Efforts to engage families is appropriately viewed as a separate strategy deserving of intentional effort and attention; however, we believe that involving families
is actually central to all of these reform efforts. For example, at the heart of efforts
to increase diversion, reduce the use of institutionalized placements, and create
community-based programs, are efforts to help address youth needs within the
context of their family and surrounding community.
While an explicit evidence base for family engagement practices in juvenile justice
is still developing, systems should move forward from the research that exists
today to make law and policy changes to implement and expand access to programs and services that families want and that we know achieve better outcomes
for youth and public safety.
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To support families involved in the justice system, communities should:
1. Support families before and after challenges arise;
2. Invest in peer support for families from the moment a youth is arrested
through exit from the system;
3. Involve families in decision-making processes to hold youth accountable
and keep the public safe;
4. Strengthen family-youth bonds with culturally-competent treatment
options and approaches; and
5. Prepare youth for successful futures.

The My-Child Test
This is an excerpt from an address given by Bart Lubow, director of the Annie E.
Casey Foundation’s Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI), at the 2012
JDAI National Inter-site Conference in Houston, Texas.43
[L]et me share what I consider the beliefs most critical to a system for my kids.
I want a system that gets it that kids are not simply small adults, but largely different creatures,
still maturing, less culpable, more amenable to change. Such a system would be loath to prosecute
children as adults, to incarcerate kids with adults, to sentence them to life without parole, no matter
what they’ve done.
I want a system that acts upon the belief that youth need families, not facilities, a system that understands that whenever we disrupt a family, we lessen the odds that that youth will succeed as an
adult. On the practice level, this means a system that recognizes family strengths and devotes its
resources to strengthening families; a system that learns from families, involves them in day-to-day
operational decisions regarding their children, and includes them in policy and resource discussions.
I want a family-focused system.
I want a juvenile justice system in which all children—regardless of race, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation—are treated equally, without prejudice, but with competencies that recognize these
differences and their implications. And I want juvenile justice personnel to do more than level the
playing field once kids get into their system. I want those people to use their personal experiences
seeing youth move through what the Children’s Defense Fund calls the “cradle to prison pipeline” to
disrupt that pipeline, to demand equitable treatment throughout the life course for America’s most
disadvantaged and fragile kids.
I want to know that the rights of my child are guarded at least as zealously as the rights of adults,
and hopefully more. I’m not interested in hearing that, because the system is supposed to be based
upon the best interests of the child, that my kid doesn’t need a lawyer, much less the fierce defender
of liberty that youth ought to have when confronting the vast power of the state. Those of you who
think this isn’t a big problem need only look as far as Luzerne County, Pennsylvania, for evidence of
the consequences of indifference to this principle.
I want a system that’s devoted to youth who pose genuine public safety risks, not a system that
operates with a huge net, pulling in youth who don’t need court interventions and who the research
indicates quite clearly are better off without system intervention. But I want this not simply because
I don’t want my kids’ adolescent behavior to be criminalized, but because I want juvenile justice to
succeed with that much smaller number of youth who we now confine in these devilish institutions.
Finally, I want juvenile corrections to stop trying to justify itself as a jobs program or economic
development plan. Juvenile justice systems have and should take the lead in demonstrating to the
nation that justice reinvestment strategies that shift public resources from counter-productive institutions to community-based services can and do work, including demonstrating that the economic
dislocations that those opposed to closing facilities fear can be humanely and fairly managed.
Yes, there are other points to add to this list, but I think you all can get the message. We need more
than great policies and procedures; we need to clarify what we hold dear and we need to demand
that of ourselves and for our children.
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1. Families Are Supported Before and
After Challenges Arise
No two communities are alike, and the reasons that youth have contact with the
justice system or get involved in delinquent behaviors will be unique to each individual youth and broader community factors. However, by looking closely at
the youth who have contact with agencies involved in the justice system, a few
patterns are likely to emerge from which the community can begin to develop a
comprehensive prevention strategy for providing positive interventions for youth
and families at risk of system involvement. While the term “prevention” is often
associated with early childhood interventions such as home visiting programs and
preschool, these are not the programs we are referring to. We encourage jurisdictions to examine the specific pathways leading youth to have direct contact with
justice system agencies to identify moments of opportunity to intervene by examining the services offered to all families and those known to be at-risk of justice
system involvement; school-based strategies to dismantle the school-to-prison
pipeline; and services at the point of arrest.
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Supporting Families from the Start

Many youth come to the attention of justice agencies because of youth-adult
conflicts within neighborhoods. Adults call the police to deal with youth behaviors
that the adults find annoying, disrespectful, or threatening. For example, store
owners may call the police to enforce anti-loitering laws to prevent youth from
congregating outside of their stores. Neighbors may call the police if youth play
their music too loud late at night. Rather than resolve the underlying conflict,
police are often called to disperse the youth. The short-term fix of involving the
police to resolve these disputes often has long-term negative consequences for
the youth and for the stability of the community overall.
Jurisdictions can follow the lead of the Community Conferencing Center in Baltimore, Maryland, and invest in conflict resolution programs to resolve conflicts
without justice system involvement. The Center is a conflict transformation and
community justice organization that provides ways for people to resolve conflicts
and crime. The Center’s work has been recognized nationally and internationally
for its use of restorative justice practices.44 Here is an example of how community
conferencing works to resolve local neighborhood tensions:
Adult residents in a Baltimore community were upset that youth
were playing basketball in the local alley. A community organizer
called the Community Conferencing Center to ask for assistance. A
Community Conferencing Facilitator convened a group of 20 residents, including four young people and their parents, to talk about
their concerns. One resident complained, “The noise, profanity,
disrespectful attitudes, and the trash thrown in the alley while ball
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If you were a parent
or caregiver in the
community and had
questions about how
to help your child, who
would you call? What
kind of information
would you expect or
want them to have?

playing has to stop!” The youth responded that no one ever asked them to
be quieter; instead, the cops were called. Through the discussion, parents
explained to the other residents why they wanted their children to play in the
alley. “The streets have become so dangerous…I don’t want to be constantly
worrying about where he is and whether or not he’s safe. The alley is close to
our house and I don’t want him to leave the area.” Through the conversation,
the other residents started to realize they wanted to support the youth but
wanted their concerns addressed too. The Facilitator helped the group come
to consensus and develop a contract which could be signed by the members
of the community. The agreement called for youth to only play in the alley
during certain times, not use profanity, and clean up any trash. The adults
also agreed to approach the youth or their parents before calling the police.45
For other families, youth have unaddressed needs that cause them to come to
the attention of the justice system. One of the most common complaints of families involved in the justice system is
that many had tried to get help for their
child but none was forthcoming.

“I went [to the justice system]
cause I felt like I had no other
choice. I thought I had exhausted
all my choices, all of my options. I
felt like I had nowhere else to go.”46

Jurisdictions need to think about the
ways that families may need support
and develop outreach strategies to promote the resources that are available.
Communities can establish a website
and centralized phone number, such as
a hotline or 2-1-1 number, so families
have access to the information they
need when they need it. These resources also can be promoted to the persons
whom families are likely to ask for help, such as teachers, doctors, and clergy, so
that everyone knows how to support the children in their community.
Communities don’t have to do all the work themselves; they can leverage resources developed by others. The Urban Leadership Institute’s Raising Him Alone
Campaign (RHA) engages and supports single mothers raising boys. Initially a
two-city initiative, RHA expanded to additional cities and created a national online
presence. RHA now serves as a national clearinghouse for parenting information
used by thousands of single mothers across the country. 47 For example, Yvonne,
a single mother from Oakland, California, reported that she got connected to RHA
via Facebook. Yvonne’s son was arrested for not having a photo ID and she used
the site to connect to a local organization that addresses issues related to community policing.48
Nevertheless, while online tools and resources are a good first step to supporting
families, they are not a substitute for real-life connections. The computer cannot
give a hug to a child or family member who needs one. Here are two examples of
communities that have developed programs to support families without having to
rely on either the child welfare or justice system.
The Grandparents Raising Grandchildren program in St. Joseph, Michigan,
assists grandparents and other caregivers who are raising teenagers and children
of incarcerated parents.49 Families living in the rural tri-county area are able to
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build meaningful relationships with others by participating in activities and services such as: “The Party Line,” which are conference calls that allow families to
share challenges and solutions; “The Breakfast Bunch,” regular get-togethers at
a local restaurant; and other family events with good food and special activities
for the children. The program also offers family members respite services, mileage reimbursement for travel to and from events, and informational and referral
services through a newsletter.50
Many families see early warning signs in their children’s behavior but don’t know
where to turn, or they get turned down.

“I called about ten
different places to try to get
my son’s head examined.
They said if he was not
in trouble, there wasn’t
anything they could do.”51

Tip: Use creative names
to make events for
youth and families fun
and inviting.

Many families are turned away because they
are ineligible for services. They make too much
to qualify, but not enough to purchase private
services for their child, assuming those services
even exist in a community. Other families are eligible for services, but they have to wait for weeks
before receiving assessments or referrals, or
they have to go through a lengthy court process
to get youth the services they need. Universally,
families want to know why the system will pay to
incarcerate a child but not pay to keep the youth
safely at home in the community.

Some communities are starting to make the
shift. Florida has established the Florida
Network of Youth and Family Services, a
consortium of 32 community-based agencies that serve youth and families across
the state who are not involved in either the
child welfare or juvenile justice systems.
Florida has seen great success through
operating the Network: 90% of the youth
never enter the juvenile justice system, and
only 6% of families receiving services were
petitioned to court as Children in Need of
Services cases.53

“We were told that since we
lived in a rural area and
mental health services were
scarce that it probably would
be best for our child to be
locked up because she’ll get
services faster.”52

The Network offers the following services to youth and families: outreach and
public education services for youth, families, and the community; centralized intake available 24 hours a day, seven days a week; shelter services that can be
used to provide respite during strained family situations; non-residential services
such as crisis intervention and individual, group and/or family counseling; and
case management services.54 Here is what one youth says about her experience
with the Network:
“I am writing this letter to inform all of you how this program has
made a big difference in my life for the better. Being at the shelter
helped me realize I was making a lot of poor decisions, such as missing a lot of days at school and getting failing grades, and not being
honest with my mother, who loves me dearly. You will be happy to
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know that I am attending a new school, and I’m doing very well there. I look
forward to attending school daily now, because the environment is more positive and nurturing. College looks a lot more attractive now! All of you were very
nice and encouraging during my stay and I would like to thank you for helping
me realize how smart, beautiful and strong I am.”55

Supporting and Reducing Disparities for LGBT Youth
Families and systems need to make special efforts to understand the unique issues
facing lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) children and ensure that they
are treated fairly. National data show that 15% of youth in the juvenile justice system
are LGBT, questioning, or express their gender in non-conforming ways. Compared to
their heterosexual and gender-conforming peers, family rejection is a common reason
for the delinquency, and counseling and support for families is often necessary.56
“You have to start with the family. Now we know how harmful it is for gay kids not
to be accepted, not to be loved, and to be victimized. The more we talk about it, and
the more people embrace their gay children and form families where they are accepted and loved – and not discriminated – they will thrive, the kids will thrive.”57
Two resources for families and systems are the Family Acceptance Project and The
Equity Project. The Family Acceptance Project at San Francisco State University provides research-based educational resources and is developing model services for ethnically diverse families to help increase family support for LGBT children.58 The Equity
Project is an initiative to ensure that LGBT youth in juvenile delinquency courts are
treated with dignity, respect, and fairness.59
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School-based Strategies

For many families, schools are a big part of
the problem as well as part of the solution.
Families are concerned about the quality of
education and overall school climate.
Families give voice to the “school-to-prison” pipeline by sharing their concerns
about the way schools mishandle and mistreat children. According to a recent Justice for Families survey of more than 1,000
families in the justice system, nearly one in
three families reported that their child’s first
arrest took place at school.62 Families note
how minor problems in schools escalate
into major ones:

“My child never had problems
with other teachers, but, in
sixth grade, this teacher made
him feel like he was a bad kid
and that he never did anything
right. He began to believe it.
In that one year, he went from
being a really good student to
an angry, disruptive kid.”60

“It all started with school suspensions, when he had nothing to do.”63
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“He dropped out at 16 and was sent
from the gifted and talented program to
the streets. There are a lot of geniuses
out there who wind up dead.”64
“The revolving door of punishment—
suspensions, expulsions, arrests—puts
our children on the streets, and on the
road to gangs and prison.”65

“People (at school) see me and
they just see a gang-banger.
They see a trouble maker. It
didn’t matter that I had a
summer job. It didn’t matter
that I had an A in math class. I
sat at the geek table, I was the
only Mexican boy at the geek
table! None of that mattered –
when people saw me, they saw
a trouble maker.”61

Some juvenile courts have begun to develop ways to close the door to school-based
offenses. The School Offense Protocol Agreement used in Clayton County, Georgia, prevents minor offenses in
schools, such as disorderly conduct and
fighting, from ending up in juvenile court.66
By closing the door to juvenile court,
schools have to find alternative strategies
to address problem behaviors. Strategies that communities have started to use
include changing the culture of schools, targeting family engagement strategies
toward families at risk of involvement in the justice system, and developing restorative justice practices to address discipline problems that will inevitably occur.

Positive School Culture
Hundreds of schools across the country, and even some juvenile justice facilities,
have implemented Positive Behavioral Intervention and Supports (PBIS). PBIS
is a school-wide approach to establishing the social culture and behavioral supports to help all children achieve both social and academic success. A prevention
model, PBIS is used by schools to improve the behavior of students and decrease
disruptions by establishing universal expectations for behavior and rewarding
students for demonstrating the desired behavior. PBIS also provides interventions
for the smaller group of students who have greater difficulties following the rules.
The voices and perspectives of family and community members are involved in
the PBIS process through active participation on leadership teams, practice implementation, and outcome evaluations at the school, district, and state levels.67
What does PBIS look like in a real school? Jonesboro Middle School in Clayton
County, Georgia, has implemented PBIS. The school-wide behavioral expectations for youth are:
1. Be Respectful of Self, Others, and Property;
2. Be Responsible and Prepared at all Times; and
3. Be Ready to Follow Directions and Procedures.
The school prepared materials to show students and parents how to meet these
expectations. For example, the school posted displays of what it looks like to
show respect for learning. They showed pictures of students in appropriate versus inappropriate dress and organized versus unorganized backpacks and notebooks. The school also uses a “Gotcha” system to provide positive reinforcement
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What steps have
been taken to stop
the school-to-prison
pipeline in the
community?

for good behavior. Students are rewarded when teachers catch them in the act of
doing something positive, such as picking up trash on school property or helping
another student. These youth are then entered into a monthly raffle to participate
in a pizza party luncheon. By being consistently rewarded for good behavior, disruptive behaviors within the school have been dramatically reduced.68

Family Engagement in Schools
The Harvard Family Research Project, AT&T, and United Way Worldwide have
partnered together in 15 sites across the country to identify strategies for family
engagement for at-risk students in high school as part of the Family Engagement for High School Success Initiative. One site has made a special effort
to meet the needs of truant youth. In Lake County, Illinois, the local United Way
brought together the Latino Leadership Council, the Waukegan High School Faith
Council, and the Hispanic Institute to develop a comprehensive strategy targeting
the families of two groups of students: youth who were chronically truant in eighth
grade; and tenth graders who had less than a 92% attendance rate, had been
suspended, or had failed to achieve a minimum level of credits. Focus groups with
the families of these students revealed that many families were unaware of school
requirements, were confused about their role, felt intimidated by school personnel, and were unable to assist with homework because their children’s academic
skills exceeded their own. 69

A Comprehensive Parental Involvement Strategy for Truants70
The comprehensive strategy for high school students in Lake County, Illinois,
included:
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•

A fall orientation to inform incoming freshman and parents about attendance and graduation requirements, the online data system, and
school-career connections.

•

A “Soccer on Sundays” program for truant students and their fathers to
include soccer games, a barbeque, a team-building activity, parent sessions on supporting teenagers, and student attendance contracts.

•

Parents who complete a training series on how to use the school’s new
online student tracking system receive a refurbished computer to take
home to help monitor their child’s progress.

•

Family resource coordinators help families feel welcome at the school
and inform them of their students’ progress and of affordable, local
youth activities. Teachers reach out to families through parent-teacher
conferences and at-home visits.

•

Teachers and family resource coordinators participate in family engagement and diversity training taught by volunteer diversity-training officers from community-based businesses.

•

Community partners provide students with ongoing academic help
through an internet-based homework and mentoring support program.

Restorative Justice Practices
In lieu of zero-tolerance policies, Chicago
Public Schools are using restorative justice
“The big idea of restorative
practices to respond to conflict. This recent
change is the result of advocacy efforts
justice is that students can and
by a number of organizations, including
should learn to understand
COFI and POWER-PAC. COFI stands for
Community Organizing and Family Issues. why their misbehavior is wrong
Founded in 1995, COFI helps to build fam- and be allowed the opportunity
ily-supportive communities by developing
to ‘make it right’.”72
parents’ capacities to become leaders to
improve their lives, strengthen their families, and better their communities. POWER-PAC, which stands for Parents Organized to Win, Educate and Renew – Policy Action Council, began in 2003 and
is a cross-cultural, citywide membership organization made up of low-income
parents.71 These parents and grandparents came together to address the disparate suspension, expulsion, and arrest rates of their children. In 2007, they were
successful in making changes to school disciplinary policies.

“Getting restorative justice
adopted by Chicago Public
Schools is a big success.
Parents organized to change
the rules on how schools
discipline children, but
parents also have to take
things into their own hands
and organize programs in
local schools.”73

The revised Student Code of Conduct allows
schools, parents, and communities to use
restorative justice programs such as Peace
Circles, Peer Juries, and community service
as alternatives to suspension, expulsion, or
arrest for many offenses. Peace Circles are a
structured way for people to talk and listen to
each other so they can get to the root of the
problem. Peace Circles can be facilitated by
a trained parent, school staff person, or community agency (see textbox). Peer Juries are a
way for students to hold each other accountable. The students themselves are trained in
restorative justice practice and serve as a jury
for their peers.

In addition to the policy change, parents also
secured funding from the Cook County Juvenile Division of the State’s Attorney’s
office for the first Peace Center, an afterschool program.
Trained as peacemakers and circle keepers, parents facilitate weekly groups with
students so that children can learn de-escalation and conflict resolution skills that
can be used at home, at school, and on the streets.
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Peace Circles in Action74
Here is an example of how one Chicago high school has
used Peace Circles to help reduce youth-adult conflicts:
“[A] young man came in late to school one day and exchanged
words with the security guard. He yelled and she hollered back,
and it escalated from there. Soon, the principal heard the yelling and asked them to sit in a Peace Circle. At first, the security
guard refused, saying the student had threatened her. She thought
he should be suspended or arrested for talking that way to her. But,
after some convincing, both agreed to participate.
In the Peace Circle, it came out that this young man was having problems at home – his mother had been arrested, and he was caring for his younger
siblings. He was late to school because of all that he was dealing with at home, and he
was mad and frustrated with himself for letting it all overwhelm him. The security
guard was angry too. She felt disrespected. But as she listened, she came to empathize with his situation. She even offered to spend time with the boy to help
support him.
By the end of the Peace Circle, the two agreed to speak more respectfully to
one another and to spend time together. The student was not suspended or arrested. Instead, he had found someone to listen to him and
to be there for him, and both parties involved had learned a
lesson about themselves and about each other.”
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Services at Arrest

For many families, the arrest of a child is a sign of typical adolescent misbehavior,
or perhaps is a signal that the youth needs more supervision. For other families,
the arrest is an example of their child being targeted as a result of discriminatory
policing practices. For yet other families, the arrest is the latest event in a series
of problems indicating the youth needs extra help. The trouble is that at the time
of arrest, law enforcement doesn’t know which child is which.
In light of the research demonstrating how contact with the justice system causes
problems for youth, and that even temporary stays in juvenile detention are dangerous, many communities have been working to decrease the time that youth are
exposed to dangerous detention conditions and are rethinking how to get youth
the services they need without justice system involvement. Two strategies that
jurisdictions across the country are using to help reduce contact with the justice
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system and simultaneously get youth access to services for those in need are civil
citation programs and juvenile assessment or reception centers.
Since 2007, the Civil Citation program in Miami-Dade County, Florida, has
lowered referrals to the juvenile justice system for minor offenses and addressed
youth and family needs without imposing an arrest record on youth.
Rather than arresting a youth for a low-level offense, law enforcement gives the
youth a civil citation. Youth who are formally arrested can also be referred to the
program during the regular juvenile intake process. Youth receive a comprehensive screening and assessment using a tool known as the Global Appraisal of
Individual Needs – Quick (GAIN-Q), which identifies reasons for the problem behavior and needs of the youth and families. Youth are then referred to services to
meet their needs. For example, if a substance abuse problem is identified during
the assessment, a youth will be referred to the appropriate service even if the
offense was not drug-related. Public defenders like that the information collected
during the assessment cannot be used as evidence against the youth. The program also has an accountability component. Youth receive a variety of sanctions
which can include community service, writing essays or letters of apology, or providing restitution to victims. Youth who successfully complete both their assigned
services and sanctions will leave the program without an arrest record.75

In the community,
do the diversion
options allow youth
to remove the stigma
of an arrest record?

In addition to helping youth and families, the program has helped the system become more effective overall. Police are able to spend more time on the street and
less time transporting youth to booking or attending court hearings for low-level
offenses. Further, with the removal of the low-level youth from the system, prosecutors, public defenders, juvenile probation officers, and judges all have more
time to spend on the more serious cases that require greater attention. The program has been successful at improving public safety, reducing disproportionate
minority contact, and has also produced cost savings for the county. In its initial
year, the program had a 3% recidivism rate, and it reduced juvenile arrests by
30%. Officials have also calculated an immediate $5,000 cost savings per child
by avoiding arrests.76
In contrast to the civil citation program where generally the youth have not been
taken into custody, other jurisdictions are developing juvenile reception or assessment centers to avoid the negative consequences of juvenile detention when
youth are taken into custody.
The New Avenues for Youth Reception Center in Multnomah County, Portland, Oregon, is one example of a police-centered detention alternative. Prior to
the development of the Center, all youth taken into police custody were brought
to the juvenile detention facility. The Center was developed to divert youth who
pose no threat to public safety away from the juvenile justice system and toward
community resources. The Center operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week
and primarily serves status offenders and homeless and runaway youth.
The Center works not only with juveniles but their families as well. Counselors
work with individuals and families using a strengths-based, solution-focused
framework. Many of the youth at the Center are experiencing conflict with their
families, so the counselors provide family counseling to help rebuild family rela-
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tionships, offer techniques to resolve family-youth conflict, and address communication challenges. Families also receive information and referrals for drug and
alcohol treatment, long-term residential treatment, education and employment
services, mental health services, theft and gang diversion, teen parent programs,
and domestic violence programs. The Center has been very successful at reducing the number of non-detainable incarcerated youth, reducing the time police
spend on juvenile intake processes, preventing youth homelessness, and preventing youth from requiring greater services by providing services for high-risk
youth and families.77

Quick List of Ideas
1. Promote resources for families through websites and hotline numbers.
2. Develop special programs and support for youth and families involved
or at risk of involvement in the justice system that do not require court
involvement.
3. Stop the school-to-prison pipeline by: closing the door to juvenile court;
creating positive school cultures; targeting school-based family engagement strategies at families involved or at risk of involvement in the justice system; and using restorative justice practices instead of suspensions,
expulsions, or arrest.
4. Create and expand diversion opportunities for youth who have contact
with law enforcement to avoid justice system contact and unnecessary
detention.
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2. Families Have Peer Support From the
Moment a Youth is Arrested Through Exit
Even the most supportive community, with a comprehensive set of prevention
programs available to all children, will have youth who get arrested. Kids do stupid things. Hasan Davis, acting Commissioner of the Kentucky Department of
Juvenile Justice, recalls his own experience getting arrested as a child:

“When I was 11, I got arrested, and I remember waiting at the police station
for my mom. As I saw the other mothers arrive, I could see the fear, frustration, and embarrassment that comes with having a child get caught up in
this system, which came out as anger and threats…[W]hen she showed up,
she was really calm. I figured she didn’t want to show herself in front of the
police, and I thought she’s going to lose it when we get in the car, but instead
there was deafening silence. Halfway home I finally found the courage to
look up at her, and she was crying these huge tears. She looked down at me
and said, ‘Baby, if you could see what I see every time I look at you, you
would know how great you are.’ Having family connections has been integral
to my success. In the middle of my internal and external chaotic world, my
mother and stepfather gave me the support and courage to find a path beyond my worst choices. And no matter what I did my mother refused to let
me forget the powerful image she held up as the man I could one day be—it
was something to aspire to.”78
From the first call informing a parent or family member that a child has been arrested, families experience a rush of conflicting emotions and fears. These first
few interactions with the system in the minutes, hours, and days after arrest will
set the tone for all interactions between system stakeholders and the family in the
future. Unfortunately, for the overwhelming majority of families across the nation,
these first interactions are negative. Families experience shock at seeing their
child in handcuffs, with bruises, or being abused by the system.

“When I came in, he was on the floor and a police officer had his foot on my
grandson’s back.”79
In the midst of these chaotic feelings, families are asked to make life-altering
decisions. Parents are often asked to consent to the questioning of their child
without access to an attorney to guide them, although many times children are
questioned without the knowledge of their parents at all.

“The officers could not or would not explain anything. My lack of experience
and knowledge led me to make mistakes that negatively impacted my child’s
outcome in the system.”80
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Alternatively, families do receive guidance from police, intake workers, the child’s
attorney, or others, only to learn later that they were misinformed.

“They will manipulate youth. I didn’t know the system. A social worker
came at me, she asked what kind of help can we get your son. I gave answers
and found out she was with the D.A. and using the information against me
– against us.”81
In addition to wanting high-quality legal services to assist them, families are clear
in wanting the assistance of a peer—a family member who has gone through the
system before and survived the experience—to help them navigate the justice
system.

“Have a system where somebody actually talks to the parents... so they’ll
know exactly what to expect, what not to expect, what their rights are... I
think that would make a big difference.”82
Peer support has been demonstrated to be effective in other child-serving systems and we are beginning to see the benefits in juvenile justice as well.83 Although no jurisdiction to our knowledge offers peer support from the moment of
arrest or first contact with the system, it is clear from focus groups with families
and the research from Colorado discussed below that it is an essential component of building relationships between families and systems.
To respond to the needs of children with incarcerated parents, some law enforcement agencies have developed protocols to use when they arrest a parent. For
example, in San Francisco, California, children have “the right to be kept safe and
informed at the time of my parent’s arrest.” In New Haven, Connecticut, a police department representative visits children in their homes if they were present
during a parent’s arrest to talk about what happened and where their parent is.84
Families want a similar protocol for law enforcement to follow when they arrest
their child. This protocol would include immediate notification to parents and basic information about the justice system.
First, there should be a standard practice that a youth’s parent or guardian is
called immediately upon being brought into the police station, and at regular intervals thereafter if they were not reached.85 Youth also should be able to call other
responsible adults who may be able to contact the family member. During this
call, police should inform the family member where the child is or will be held and
how to get there. Police also should explain what will happen if the parent either
comes immediately to the police station or waits to pick up the child.

Tip: Assemble
resource packets for
parents to be picked
up at police stations.
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Second, parents should receive an information and resource packet whenever
they pick up their child. Law enforcement also should distribute a modified version to youth who are cited and released but asked to show up in court. The
information packet should include:
•

Fact sheets detailing the child’s and parent’s rights;

•

Contact information for legal assistance and peer support;

•

The locations of the courthouses and facilities in the jurisdiction with directions and public transportation information; and

•

Basic information about the juvenile justice system and process.

Having law enforcement provide clear and useful information to the family that
they can refer to from the start will go a long way in helping to ease anxiety and
establish a minimum level of trust that other system players, such as probation
officials and judges, can build upon.
In this section, we profile three specific approaches to peer support that have
been used at different stages of the justice system.
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Orientation in Juvenile Court

Juvenile Justice 101 helps families in Kings County, Washington, understand the
juvenile justice system. The central feature of the program is an orientation provided to family members at the courthouse. Family members who have already been
through the juvenile system with their own youth, known as “Family Partners,” run
30-minute orientation sessions in the courtroom lobby. Each orientation session
starts with a 15-minute video describing the juvenile court process and presenting
the roles of the judge, defense attorney, prosecuting attorney, and intake probation counselor using some of the very people families are likely to see in court. At
the close of the orientation, a representative from a local community agency offers
a 10-minute presentation on the agency’s services. When a community presenter
is not available, families are directed to a resource rack and table where information from community agencies is available.
Families also receive a resource booklet including information about court programs
and community services, as well as guidance about how to track youth behaviors
and other information useful for court staff. There is also space for the family to write
down questions, names and phone numbers, and upcoming court dates.
Following the court orientation, the Family Partners speak individually with families
to offer emotional support, information about court and/or community resources,
and provide mentoring and coaching about how to work effectively with court staff.
Family Partners also develop and participate in workshops in the community to
present on the juvenile court process.86
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Family Advocates for Youth with Mental Health Needs

Since the concept of peer support originated out of the mental health field in
the 1980s, many jurisdictions across the country have established peer support
programs for the subset of the juvenile population who have mental health needs.
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While currently restricted to youth with mental health needs, these programs
should be modified and expanded to meet the needs of all families, regardless of
whether the child has a mental health need.
In 2007, Colorado established the Family Advocacy Demonstration Program,
which provided peer support for families in the justice system in three locations:
Denver (urban), Jefferson County (suburban), and Montrose County (rural). Each
jurisdiction partnered with a local family advocacy organization to provide family-driven, youth-guided advocacy services. The goal of the pilot program was to
ensure that youth and families get access to necessary services and keep them
from reoffending. Pilot sites were able to use funds from the demonstration program to pay for a family advocate, a parent or primary guardian who has raised
or cared for a child with a mental health or co-occurring disorder, and a family
system navigator, an individual who has the skills, experience, and knowledge to
work with these youth.87
The program has been evaluated with some very promising findings. During the
study period, only 9 of the 90 participating youth (10%) were convicted of additional crimes after enrolling in the family advocacy program. Given the high-risk
nature of the youth included in the program, the Colorado Department of Public
Safety, Office of Research and Statistics, found the program to be cost-effective,
explaining that if sites were able to avert a single conviction for one youth in the
program, estimated at a cost of $57,276, sites could offset nearly 99.7% of the
average cost to run the entire program in the site.
While there were subtle differences between the three jurisdictions, they generally
used a wraparound approach to working with the families. Wraparound processes
generally involve the youth and families identifying the services and supports they
need to successfully meet probation or other supervision requirements. A youth
describes what wraparound services looked like for him:
Family Agency Collaboration and the Family Advocate helped my
family by going to court with me and my family. By working with people in the juvenile justice system get me on track with court and legal
difficulties. They also helped with finding me a job to keep me out of
trouble on the streets. I fell behind in school and I needed to get my
credits up so they also help me find summer school options. Once
I found a school to go to I they help make sure I was doing good in
school and checked to see if my grades was on track. I also learned the rights
that I have as a citizen which help me because I now know what I can and
can’t do and know if I will get in trouble for the certain things I do. I am also
interested in black history and I received help and assistance with books and
information that was very useful to know my history and culture. This program
has helped me become a better and more mature person and I will always use
the skills I learned in life so that I can be successful.88
In each of the three sites, the family advocate, often with the support of a service
coordinator or family systems navigator, developed and implemented an individualized plan for the youth and family. In addition to providing emotional support,
the family advocate then helped to implement the plan by accompanying the
youth and family to appointments, meetings, and hearings; communicating with
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service providers and other staff; and helping to meet basic family needs such as
providing bus passes or clothing. The sites also convened regular family support
groups, which offered emotional support, an education component, and recreational activities.
This is what a parent had to say about the program:
My experience with Family Advocate was a life changing experience
for me and my family. We learned how to communicate with each
other without getting irritated with one another. We learned how to
solve our differences in a fashionable manner. My son enjoyed going
to the groups and so did my husband. The most impressive of all of
our family advocate was very helpful in and out of the court rooms.89
Rhode Island has developed a similar peer support program, Project Hope, for
youth returning to their homes and communities from the Rhode Island Training
School (RITS). Youth transitioning out of the RITS are referred to the program 90
to 120 days prior to the youth’s discharge, allowing Project Hope staff time to get
to know the youth and family prior to developing a service plan with them. Family
Service Coordinators, each of whom is an individual who was or is the principal
caregiver of a youth who has had contact with the juvenile justice system, work
closely with the Clinical Social Worker at the RITS while the youth is incarcerated
and with the Probation Officer when the youth returns to the community.
Youth and their families meet with the Family Service Coordinator to participate in
a strengths-based assessment and discuss what services they need to keep the
youth in the community and avoid re-incarceration. A plan is then developed as a
team with the youth, family, clinical social worker, probation officer, and community officers before the youth is released. A case manager is also assigned to ensure implementation of the plan for a period of 9–12 months following discharge.
Throughout this time, the planning team is brought together to change or modify
the youth’s plan when needed.90
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Peer Support, Organizing, and Advocacy

In contrast to peer support mechanisms, which are aimed at helping families understand or access services within the system, a growing number of family advocacy organizations have been forming to provide support to families wanting to
reform the justice system overall. The Alliance for Youth Justice91 and Justice
for Families92 are two national efforts supporting families in the justice system
and there are several state and local family organizations across the country working on local and statewide reform efforts. For example, Families and Friends of
Louisiana’s Incarcerated Children (FFLIC) is a statewide advocacy organization
working on behalf of Louisiana youth. FFLIC’s work includes representing youth at
disciplinary hearings, developing parent-advocates through trainings, advocating
for policy change, and representing the voices of community and family members
of incarcerated and at-risk youth at a variety of policy-making tables.
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“We were tired of the phone calls
about broken jaws and trips to the
hospital; we were furious at how
far we had to travel to see our own
children; we were frustrated at the
defense attorneys who were too busy
to meet with our children before
trial; we were sick of being told that
we are bad parents and that our
children were beyond help!”93

FFLIC started in 2000 when a few
parents came together to share stories of outrage and to support one another in advocating for their children
who were in Louisiana’s brutal and
ineffective juvenile justice system.
FFLIC had started by meeting in various locations across the state, but
eventually settled in New Orleans. Today there are several FFLIC chapters
located across the state.

With FFLIC’s leadership, working in
coalition with other advocacy organizations including the Juvenile Justice
Project of Louisiana (JJPL) among
others, they secured passage of the Juvenile Justice Reform Act of 2003, which
closed Tallulah, the state’s most notorious juvenile facility. FFLIC continues to be a
voice in juvenile justice reform efforts in Louisiana and is now waging a School to
Prison Pipeline campaign to ensure that Louisiana schools don’t push youth into
the juvenile or adult criminal justice systems.94

Quick List of Ideas
1. Create new law enforcement protocols to inform parents of their child’s
arrest and information about their rights, the justice system, and resources to help them.
2. Meet the legal needs of families by improving access and quality of counsel for children, and create new legal resources for families by partnering
with community-based organizations and legal service providers.
3. Create formal orientation programs and resource materials for families to help them understand the juvenile court process and the services
available in the community to meet their needs.
4. Expand existing peer support and wraparound programs, and create new
ones, to serve all youth and families who request and need the service.
5. Invest in the development of Family-Run, Family-Led, and Family-Voice
Organizations to provide peer support to families in the justice system.
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Legal Services for Family Members
The quality and availability of legal representation for youth and low-income families’ needs to be improved. Peer support is not, nor should be, considered a substitute
for legal services. Families, community-based organizations, legal service providers,
and justice system stakeholders need to come together to meet the legal needs of
families. Community-based organizations and existing legal organizations can help
meet the legal needs of this population as demonstrated by these two examples:

What legal
organizations in the
jurisdiction provide
legal services to
families?

The Asian Law Caucus in San Francisco, California, challenges inequities in the
criminal justice system through community education, legal representation, policy
advocacy, and coalition building on behalf of low-income immigrants in the justice
system. Their work started with efforts to assist youth in the juvenile justice system in
2006 and expanded into the Criminal Justice Reform Program in 2010 after realizing
“that pursuing our goal to keep families together necessitated the broadening of our
scope to include issues related to the whole family and not only youth.”95 The Criminal Justice Reform Program engages in policy advocacy to reduce the impact of
draconian immigration laws on youth and families, and it provides direct representation for low-income immigrant families with youth in the juvenile system—youth
who are experiencing harassment or discrimination based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected categories—and individuals who are the victims of race-motivated
police misconduct. In addition, they actively reach out to community members and
provide free trainings and materials translated in several languages. For example,
the training “Juvenile Justice System for Youth and Parents” explains the entire court
process including different hearings and possible outcomes in the juvenile justice
system, the key differences between the adult and juvenile systems, the California
Three Strikes Law, and the sealing of juvenile records. They also offer train-the-trainer workshops so that other organizations and groups can replicate their trainings.96
The Albert Cobarrubias Justice Project (ACJP) in Silicon Valley, California, is a
community organizing model for families and communities to influence the criminal court system. ACJP hosts volunteer-driven weekly meetings to assist families
going through the court process. According to ACJP, “the courtroom is perceived
as a space only for lawyers, and caring communities sometimes relinquish power at
the most critical time – when the case of a loved one enters the court system.” ACJP
aims to change the balance of power that currently exists within the court system by
organizing members of the community in support of individual cases.
Most youth are represented by court-appointed attorneys, either a public defender
or a private attorney, who often have high caseloads and inadequate investigative
resources and support. In addition, prosecutors often over-charge or stack multiple
charges against youth to induce a guilty plea. As a result, many youth and families
feel that they have no choice but to plead guilty.
ACJP supports families in assisting in the youth’s defense by helping families document the incident and build a social biography of the individual facing the charges;
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have weekly status meetings to keep track of the progress of a case; and learn how to
communicate effectively with lawyers, including providing tips for what to do if the
prosecutor, assigned attorney, or judge is mishandling the case.97
Here is the story of a mother, Blanca Bosquez, who with the support of ACJP was
able to get the charges dropped against her son:
My son was being accused of a felony strong armed robbery. Upon being
detained by officers at his school, he was denied contact with me, even
after he asked for me. I obtained papers from the school where the detectives who questioned my son instructed school administrators not to
contact his parents. He was then taken to the police station and interrogated for several hours.
At the detention center, my son supposedly confessed to the crime of robbing a
taxi driver and being the mastermind behind a team who conspired to rob him.
What complicates this case, and why such an allegation could not be possible, is
that he was only 15 years old and has struggled with mental disability ever since
he was born. His developmental issues are at the level that he receives support and
care from county agencies, and essentially requires 24 hour supervision to function adequately. As a result of his challenges, he cannot verbalize much due to a
speech impairment, and is currently learning to sign. This is why the notion of an
“admission” seemed ridiculous. After viewing the tape, it was clear the officers were
deliberately trying to take advantage of my son’s condition.
I came to [ACJP] the Sunday after my son was taken into custody and placed in the
worst unit that any juvenile could be placed in due to the charges. My son had not
spent time alone anywhere, much less in juvenile hall. At [ACJP], we collectively
discussed a gameplan, and I sent an email to the head of Juvenile Department of
the Public Defender’s Office to ensure that my son was being well-watched in custody and instructed her to send the most prepared attorney to the detention hearing.
The next day at court, during my son’s detention hearing, I was able to fill the
courtroom with family and community supporters. The purpose of the hearing was
to decide whether my son was going to continue to be held in detention. While most
juvenile proceedings are closed to the public, the entire family as well as community
supporters bore witness to the court proceedings, and my son’s six sisters and brothers, grandparents, and myself all testified to his character. The result? My son was
immediately released that day.
What followed while my son was out of custody was about another four months of
fighting for his innocence and the dismissal of the charges. I made sure I had access
to reviewing the discovery, and that was key in the end result of all charges against
my son being dropped. I was able to view the interrogation, and also provide the
attorney with the documents that proved my son’s developmental issues. I would
regularly email the attorney questions about the case, thoroughly read all the police
reports and evidence, and met with the attorney. 98
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3. Families Are Involved in Decisionmaking Processes to Hold Youth
Accountable and Keep the Public Safe
Making the justice system more responsive to families does not mean that families do not want consequences for their children who have engaged in delinquent
or criminal activities. On the contrary, families recognize that youth need to be
held accountable for their actions and want to keep their communities safe. However, families do not view the current justice system as achieving these goals.
Families’ frustrations with the current system are the result of numerous factors,
but many frustrations stem from the longstanding tension within juvenile justice
between “holding youth accountable” and “addressing youth needs.” These are
also the very conflicts that narrowly focused family engagement or involvement
strategies are not equipped to resolve.
In most jurisdictions, deciding how to hold a youth accountable and deciding how
to address youth’s needs—the very structure and process of the justice system
itself—have been devoid of family input. According to a recent Justice for Families
survey, more than 80% of family members reported that they were never asked by
a judge what should happen to their child.99
Instead of the family-driven care approach prevalent in many other child-serving systems, which gives primacy to family preferences, the offense a youth is
charged with often is the primary driver of what happens in a youth’s case—a
choice typically made by an individual police officer, probation officer, or prosecutor.100 If the matter is handled formally in court, prosecutors in many states
become the ultimate decider, and the offense a youth is charged with typically
triggers additional laws related to sanctions and sentencing. For example, states
allowing youth to be prosecuted as adults activate mandatory minimum sentences. Many juvenile systems have similar juvenile determinate sentencing laws with
prescribed formulas based on the offense, not the needs or risks of a child. Even
without mandatory sentences, many of the “treatments” available in the juvenile
system are really punishments in disguise. The net result is that for families in the
justice system, regardless of the outcome of their individual case, “the process is
the punishment.”101
To truly integrate family voice into the justice system, families and system stakeholders need to reexamine all juvenile and criminal justice policies and practices
across the board. As noted by Los Angeles County:
The process of finding new ways of thinking about the relationship between
family members and professionals grows from the realization that the way we
have traditionally practiced did not serve us well. Although we have come a
long way from the days of “blame and shame” we are still not to the point
where we are seeing the family as real partners in the process of change.
We must demonstrate that it values families by radically altering the premise on which social services are based, moving from “replacing families” to
supporting and strengthening them. We must look beyond exemplary or pilot
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programs scattered here and there, to a place where family centered values
infuse all aspects of the system.102
In this section we describe ways systems can involve families in decision-making
processes at three levels: in their individual cases, in assisting in program development and training, and at the broader policy reform level.
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Maximize Opportunities for Families to 				
Resolve Cases Themselves

Families are often unaware of their options, confused about the process, lack
access to legal advice, and feel pressure to plead guilty. Systems need to invest
in peer support and quality legal services for youth and families to rectify the imbalance of power in the system. This section proceeds as though the child were
guilty of a delinquent or criminal act and both families and system professionals
agree that some type of justice system involvement is warranted. Now we need
to determine what combination of sanctions, supervision, and services are appropriate to impose on a youth. How should those decisions involve the input of
families?
In most jurisdictions, juvenile court judges make these decisions after receiving
recommendations from prosecutors, probation, and the youth.103 Typically the
court relies on a combination of diagnostic evaluations and reports to make the
final decision.104 But as experienced by the family, even the “best” decisions and
disposition plans can be alienating. Families report not having a chance to express their views about what they believe will help their child, or an opportunity to
explain how they may have difficulty fulfilling certain plan requirements.105 In the
worst instances, families have been publicly scolded and humiliated in front of
their child, making it even more difficult to exercise any parental authority over the
child when they return home.106
To address these problems, jurisdictions are experimenting with a variety of team
decision-making approaches that include families as a valued member and voice
in creating disposition plans.108 For example, Juvenile Court Judge Steven Teske
created the Finding Alternatives for Safety and Treatment (FAST) panel in Clayton County, Georgia. Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings, the FAST
panel—a group of experts from child
welfare authorities, school psychologists, mental health counselors, and
According to a Justice for Families
community
volunteers—interviews
survey of more than 1,000 family
the child’s parent or guardian to make
recommendations to the judge. Teske
members, more than 80% of family
says that as a result of the FAST panmembers report that they were
el, the court is more efficient about
never asked by a judge what should
processing cases, and judges make
more informed decisions since they
happen to their child.107
follow the panel’s suggestions 95%of
the time. 109 While this team approach
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has worked well in Clayton County, other jurisdictions use approaches that provide even more family ownership over the development of disposition plans.
Across the state of Pennsylvania, counties use a practice known as Family Group
Decision Making (FGDM) in multiple government agencies including child welfare and adoption, mental health and education, and juvenile probation and adult
corrections. According to Judge Todd A. Hoover of Dauphin County:
“Our systems play out the belief that total strangers—caseworkers, juvenile
probation officers, counselors, or judges—who make decisions for these families will produce the best outcomes. I do not know how that kind of thinking
was constructed, but I have seen it in my courtroom numerous times. I have
also seen that in over 250 [Family Group Conferences] in Dauphin County,
families have demonstrated that they can and do have the capacity to make
plans for their children that meet safety and permanency criteria.”110
Pennsylvania initiated FGDM as a pilot child welfare initiative in 12 counties in
1999, and it was so successful that it was quickly transformed into a cross-system practice and has now expanded to almost all 67 counties in Pennsylvania.
The practice originates from New Zealand where FGDM is required by law to
be used at multiple points in their youth court system, including when a youth
has been arrested; when a youth has not been arrested but is believed to have
committed a crime; and at the pretrial, trial, and disposition stages of the case.
The process is designed to bring the wider group of extended family and community together to resolve the issues with the youth by allowing family members
to design their own plan that works for them, with the support and guidance of
professionals. Judge Hoover continues, “If my children had behavior, school, or
truancy concerns, my family would likely sit around the kitchen table and work out
solutions to those concerns. Unfortunately, those concerns are now all too often
brought to the courtroom.”111
FGDM is based on the values and beliefs that families have strengths and can
change, families are the experts on themselves, options are preferable to advice,
empowering people is preferable to controlling them, and empowering families
will lead to families controlling their own lives. Although county implementation
of FGDM differs across Pennsylvania, the basic process involves a Family Group
Conference, which is a meeting with family members, victims, service providers,
the referring worker, and the youth.
Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, has experienced many positive outcomes from
implementing FGDM in juvenile delinquency cases. The juvenile probation office
screens the case for eligibility to participate in FGDM and gets victim agreement
before seeking agreement from the District Attorney. Dauphin County uses FGDM
in cases ranging from simple assault and theft to offenses involving guns and
drugs. According to Judge Richard Lewis of Dauphin County:
“[T]hrough [Family Group Conferences] I have seen more parents become involved with their children, more creative plans, stronger ownership of those
plans, a significant reduction in recidivism, and a positive shift in the relationship between juvenile probation officers and our community.”113
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The conferences save significant court time and resources. There also appears
to be a correlation between the conferences and job satisfaction for staff. The
normal staff turnover in the child welfare and juvenile probation department is approximately 15%, but for staff involved with FGDM it is about .05%. Implementing
FGDM also contributes to overall cultural changes because as staff focus on what
families can do, they “critically analyze their agency documents and recognize
that, without having intended to do so, they have adopted a condescending attitude rampant with systemic language and acronyms.”
Family members also report satisfaction with FGDM: 97% of family participants
indicate that they would recommend the practice to others; 92% agree that the
process addressed their concerns; and 99.5% say that it provided adequate protection for the child.114 Here are the words of one parent’s experience with the
conference:
“I had the opportunity to experience FGDM on many levels. My first experience was with my daughter and Juvenile Probation, and I was asked if I would
like to have a Family Group conference. At first I was reluctant because I did
not want to be viewed as a bad parent or father, however, I agreed to the FGM
and it worked as a real intervention tool and my daughter has not been in any
trouble since. She was 15 at that time and she is 19 years old now.”115

Steps in a Family Group Conference112
1. Opening
a.

Introductions

b.

Presentation of overview

2. Information Sharing
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a.

Summary of facts

b.

Review of victim impact

c.

Offender response

d.

Information about forming
the plan

e.

Refreshments (optional)

3. Family Deliberations
4. Reaching Agreement
a.

Proposal

b.

Negotiation

c.

Finalization of plan

5. Closing
a.

Thank attendees

b.

Next steps
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Involve Families in Program Development and Training

In addition to involving families in decisions about individual cases, many agencies are starting to involve family members in designing programs and training of
staff. For example, in response to parents asking for support, Santa Cruz, California, has implemented a family strengthening program, Cara y Corazón, that
honors cultural and family traditions (see textbox on page 70). Two states (Ohio
and Pennsylvania) that are part of the Models for Change Mental Health Network
have been working to involve family members in statewide training opportunities
for probation officers. In Pennsylvania, the Family Involvement in Juvenile Justice
Curriculum was piloted in 2011 and provides an opportunity to explore the assets
and biases that practitioners bring to their relationships with family. The results
demonstrate a statistically significant shift in participants’ attitude toward involving family, with nearly 80% agreeing after the training that “the benefits of family
involvement in the court process outweigh the drawbacks,” compared to approximately 50% of participants who agreed before the training.116
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Involve Families in Law and Policy Reform

The way to involve families in policy decisions is to ensure that family members
are invited, present, and truly listened to as equals at all policy-making tables in
which decisions about the youth in a community are made (see textbox). Wherever possible, entities that govern any aspect of justice system policies and practices should include among their members significant—not token—family and youth
representation.
Every agency within government has both formal and informal ways of soliciting
input from the wide array of system stakeholders to gather their perspectives on
how to improve system operations. Systems need to take steps to ensure that
family members are part of those efforts as well. Fortunately, government agencies at all levels have begun to do this.
At the federal level, family and youth representatives have been added to serve on
advisory bodies such as the Federal Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention and the Working Group for OJJDP’s National Center for
Youth in Custody. States such as New Jersey, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Washington have included family members on the State Advisory Groups
that administer the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.
Even local governments have appointed family members to serve on policy-making bodies. One example is the Calcasieu Parish’s Children and Youth Planning
Board (CYPB) in Louisiana. The board is made up of diverse members of the
community (e.g., gender, race/ethnicity, geography) from a variety of agencies
and organizations including behavioral health, health, social services, law en-
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forcement, prosecutors, public defenders, judges and/or court staff, education,
faith community, business community, early childhood programs, parent organizations, youth advocate and youth serving organizations, lay citizens, youth,
and police jurors. The members serve two-year terms and help to develop and
implement a comprehensive plan for youth in the community that 1) encourages
positive youth development, 2) diverts children away from the criminal justice and
child welfare systems, 3) reduces the incarceration of youth, and 4) responds to
delinquency in the community.117
Justice agencies at all levels of government should identify informal and formal
ways of including families in policy reforms. Further, systems should be open to
making changes to existing laws and policies that families are most concerned
about, including:
1. The availability, quality, and equitable distribution of community-based
services and resources
2. Discriminatory policing practices
3. Definitions, scope, and application of criminal laws, particularly schoolbased offenses
4. Court-related policies, including availability and quality of appointed
counsel, charging practices and protocols of prosecutors, and court-related fees and fines
5. The use of incarceration for youth and conditions of confinement
6. Laws allowing youth to be prosecuted in the adult criminal justice system
and held in adult jails and prisons.

Quick List of Ideas
1. Ensure that family members are included in all decisions related to the
care of their individual child.
2. Elevate opportunities for family members to create their own case plans
by implementing Family Group Decision Making.

Tip: Broaden
the purpose of
committees and
oversight bodies to
help keep youth out of
the justice system.
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3. Involve families in the design and implementation of practices within
specific juvenile justice agencies and facilities, including staff orientation
and training, development of materials, and community outreach.
4. Conduct a top-to-bottom review of laws and policies affecting youth and
families in the justice system.
5. Invite family members to all policy-making tables, advisory boards, or
policy committees and treat them as equals.

4. Youth Have Access to CulturallyCompetent Treatment Options Which
Strengthen Family-Youth Bonds
In the last section, we described how families should be involved in helping to
determine how to hold the youth accountable, keep the public safe, and ensure
that youth get the services they need. Families are likely to generate hundreds of
creative solutions to accomplish these goals. Many of the plans will contain interventions tailored to the specific interests and needs of the youth (e.g., establishing mentors for the child, connecting youth to structured after-school activities or
employment) that will require minimal monitoring or oversight by justice agencies.
However, if the justice system is effective at diverting the low-level youth out of
the system, the remaining youth (i.e., medium- to high-risk youth) are likely to
require more justice agency supervision.
Justice system stakeholders and families both have mixed opinions about the
best way to prevent offending. Some believe that punishing or imposing sanctions on a child will “teach them a lesson” to make it less likely that a youth will
commit a crime again in the future. Others are more concerned about addressing
the “root causes” of a child’s behavior to prevent reoffending. The needs and
wishes of victims further complicate the matter.
Families want to have input in the laws and policies that determine how to balance
these potentially competing views, but they recognize that for many medium- to
high-risk youth, justice system interventions will have three distinct and overlapping purposes: sanctions to hold youth accountable, supervision to keep youth
from offending in the present, and services to prevent offending in the future.
This section profiles what family-friendly interventions look like for these medium- to high-risk youth by profiling community-based approaches and residential
programs known to take a strengths-based approach to families.
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Comprehensive Community-Based Services

As documented in two groundbreaking reports, The Dangers of Detention118 and No
Place for Kids119, America has an infatuation with incarceration that is not only extremely costly but also extremely dangerous for youth. Over the past decade, jurisdictions across the country have begun to develop alternatives to the use of incarceration
that have proven to be more effective than incarceration at maintaining public safety.
The most commonly used alternative to incarceration, standard probation, has
not been very effective for youth and families, and communities are rethinking
their practices. As Dave Mitchell, Chief of the Placement Services Bureau for the
Los Angeles County Department of Probation has said:
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“Traditionally Probation has been aligned with law enforcement and our ‘treatment’ approach was that if you break your conditions of probation, I will lock
you up. As a treatment approach, this was not successful.”122
Jurisdictions across the country are identifying strategies to meet the needs of
youth and families and avoid incarceration. Many jurisdictions contract with providers to allow youth to participate in standardized evidence-based programs that
have a longstanding history of working with youth who have committed serious
offenses and have strong cost-effectiveness studies to back them up.123 Other
jurisdictions are learning how to implement these programs themselves. For example, Sacramento, Yolo, and Los Angeles Counties in California, Multnomah
County in Oregon, and the states of Utah and Washington are training probation
and parole officers to work in a strengths-based manner with youth and families
through a program known as FFP (see textbox).124
Jurisdictions across the country are also
contracting with providers for a range of
programs to meet specific community
needs. Here we profile two large-scale
community-based providers, Southwest
Key and Youth Advocate Programs,
Inc., who work with traditional justice
agencies to offer a range of services for
youth and their families. Both providers
approach the work from the perspective
of community engagement and cultural
competence, and they work with families, youth, and system stakeholders to
craft individual plans to meet the specific needs of youth and public safety.

No experience is more predictive
of future adult difficulty than
confinement in a secure juvenile
facility.120 Research shows
that longer stays in juvenile
institutions do not reduce
recidivism. In fact, youth with
the lowest offending levels report
committing more crimes after
being incarcerated.121

Southwest Key is a national nonprofit
organization founded in 1987 to improve
the lives of children and their families. Founded by Dr. Juan Sanchez, Southwest
Key provides quality education, safe shelter, and alternatives to incarceration
for thousands of youth each day, while helping families become economically
self-sufficient. Southwest Key operates more than 50 programs throughout the
United States and works with youth and families in Arizona, California, Georgia,
New York, Texas, and Wisconsin. The average costs of their programs vary depending on the number of youth and length within the program, but they are a
fraction of the costs of detention or incarceration.
Southwest Key programs are centered on the idea that children flourish when
they are able to remain with their families and communities. Their combination of
family-centered and strengths-based services are designed to “open the doors
to opportunity” so that youth and families can achieve their dreams. Southwest
Key offers programs across the entire continuum of care for youth in the juvenile
justice system, including empowerment and prevention, diversion, alternative education, alternatives to detention and out-of-home care, specialized treatment,
and transitional living and reentry. Staff are on call 24/7 to meet the unique needs
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of youth and families, and they individualize their approach to each family by developing flexible service plans in partnership with them.
Southwest Key has begun testing a new approach to delinquency prevention by
operating the El Centro de Familia – the East Austin Family Center, a hub for job
creation, leadership development, and quality education. This center is part of
the East Austin Children’s Promise, inspired by the work of the Harlem Children’s
Zone and U.S. Promise Neighborhood initiatives. After receiving a donation of
land, Southwest Key established an advisory council of neighborhood leaders
and residents to solicit input on how to use the land. The overwhelming response
from the community: “We want a school, a safe public place to take our families, a
job center. We want something for the community.” East Austin Children’s Promise
now provides the community with a local school, after-school and summer youth
programming, adult education classes, wellness classes, cultural arts programs,
and workforce development. According to Dr. Sanchez, “Our goal is to wrap our
arms around this particular community to ensure that every kid and their family
have the opportunities necessary to be successful and fulfill their dreams.”125
Youth Advocate Programs, Inc. (YAP) traces its roots to a 1975 ruling that prohibited young people from being incarcerated with adult inmates at a facility in
Pennsylvania. Since that time, YAP has grown and operates programs in 25 major
U.S. cities as well as dozens of other urban, suburban, and rural communities in
16 states and the District of Columbia.
The mission of YAP is to engage human service systems so that they rely less
on institutional care by investing more in families and neighborhoods. YAP works
with child welfare, juvenile justice, behavioral health, and disability and education
systems to develop and offer community-based alternatives for the highest risk
children and families. A large percentage of youth served by YAP are at the “deep
end” of the juvenile justice system. YAP operates under an inclusive intake policy—referrals are accepted regardless of client characteristics or case histories. In
other words, there are no youth who are too serious for their programs. Further,
after accepting a youth and family, they have a commitment to unconditional care
and will not unilaterally terminate a youth or family.
YAP has developed some unique service delivery principles that are the hallmark
of its programs. For example, they recruit staff from the neighborhoods where
the young people and families live, which provides an economic stimulus to the
neighborhood. They also provide opportunities for young people and their families to give back to others so that youth are not viewed as “needy” clients but
are considered resources and contributors to their community overall. As a result,
YAP strengthens both the family and community in ways that will last beyond the
length of time the youth is in contact with the justice system.126
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Youth Advocate Programs in Action: The Story of Jose127
A juvenile court judge referred Jose, a firestarter, to YAP to see if the program could keep the child out of a residential placement. Jose’s mother was
perceived to be non-compliant, resistant, and angry, and social workers felt
they had no choice but to remove Jose from her home. YAP quickly identified
the problem—Jose’s mother did not speak English. Once she was given an
interpreter, she was able to fully participate in discussions about what was
happening with her child and her behavior changed.
Jose was assigned an Advocate recruited from the neighborhood where he
lives. The Advocate spent 15 hours each week working with Jose and his
mother to develop and implement a plan that would get Jose the help he
needed. Together they came up with a three-point plan.
First, YAP used a wraparound flexible fund to hire an experienced therapist
to complete an assessment of Jose and provide a series of treatment sessions
to address his firestarting behavior. YAP also arranged for Jose to receive a
volunteer mentor from the local firehouse who lived in the neighborhood.
YAP both recruited the fireman and trained him to be a big brother to Jose.
Second, YAP addressed the need to get more male role models for Jose to
address his problem with adult authority figures. Jose identified an uncle as
someone he would like to spend more time with. Unfortunately
Jose’s uncle had no time for him as he worked several parttime jobs to provide for his family. YAP approached the uncle to see if he would be willing to give up one of his jobs
and be hired by YAP instead. Through YAP, the uncle was
able to spend 10 hours per week with Jose and they were
able to develop a significant relationship.
Finally, Jose was encouraged to find activities that he
enjoyed participating in. Jose expressed an interest in
soccer, and his advocate introduced him to the high
school soccer coach who encouraged Jose to join the
team.
Through this comprehensive and tailored approach, Jose
has been able to stay at home with the loving support of his
mother and uncle. He is thriving in the community, has not
started any more fires, and has developed several meaningful and positive relationships with adults and other
youth who will help him stay on track in the future.
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Evidence-based Approaches to Juvenile Justice
There are several longstanding evidence-based practices specifically designed to help
youth charged with the most serious offenses or who have the highest risks of offending. Not surprisingly, families are an integral component of these programs.128 Here are
brief descriptions of the most common programs used for youth in the justice system:
Wraparound Services: The wraparound process provides individualized, comprehensive, community-based services and supports to youth with serious emotional
or behavioral problems so that they may remain in the community. Resources are
created and organized to meet the needs of the youth after identifying the strengths
of the youth and family. The goal is to turn what community resources are available
into what the youth and family needs (see an example of what wraparound looks like
for a youth on page 40).
Multi-systemic Therapy (MST) was developed in the late 1970s to meet two goals:
provide the youth’s caregivers with skills and resources to cope with the difficulties of
raising teenagers with behavioral problems; and give youth skills to cope with family,
peer, school, and neighborhood problems. MST treatment plans are designed jointly
with family members and are family-driven rather than therapist-driven. The typical
duration of home-based MST services is approximately four months, with multiple
therapist-family contacts occurring each week.
Family Integrated Transition (FIT) provides services to youth who have mental
health and chemical dependency disorders and are returning to the community. The
overarching framework of FIT is derived from MST, with additions from Dialectical
Behavior Therapy and Motivational Enhancement Therapy. FIT begins two months
prior to release from a residential setting and continues for four to six months. FIT
uses therapists to coach caregivers in establishing productive partnerships with
schools, community supports, parole, and other systems and to help caregivers develop skills to be effective advocates for those in their care.
Family Preservation Services are short-term (4-6 weeks), family-based services designed
to assist families in crisis by improving parenting and family functioning while keeping
children and communities safe. Family preservation programs are designed to help families cope with stress, maintain needed services, and obtain other needed services.
Functional Family Therapy (FFT) and Functional Family Probation and Parole
Services (FFP): Functional Family Therapy (FFT) is a home-based prevention and
intervention program by clinically trained therapists. Functional Family Probation
and Parole (FFP) is the latest adaptation of FFT for use by trained probation and parole officers. Both FFT and FFP target risk and protective factors for youth and families, and they provide concrete techniques for clinical staff and probation and parole
staff to use when working with youth and families. The three-phase approach of FFT
and FFP works to 1) increase the entire family’s motivation to participate in services
and engage every family member in the process; 2) provide support and encouragement to the family and youth such as referring youth to services or teaching new
skills; and 3) link youth and families with relevant providers of services and coach
the family and youth to implement what has been learned and maintain the change.
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Family Involvement for Native Youth
Native youth living on reservations face extreme challenges of poverty and alcohol and
substance abuse. Native youth also suffer disproportionately from substance abuse
disorders compared with other racial groups in the United States.129 In participation
with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Reclaiming Futures Initiative, the Sovereign Tribal Nation of Sicangu Lakota has been working to create a culturally appropriate and family-based response to youth with substance abuse issues. In 2003, more
than 75% of Rosebud juvenile justice court cases were related to underage drinking,
and youth inpatient treatment services used to be located off the reservation. The
Reclaiming Futures Oyate Teca Owicakiya (which means “Helping Young People” in
the Lakota language) partnered with the community and more than 15 agencies and
programs to increase alcohol and drug treatment and prevention services to young
people and their families to:
Screen first-time offenders and assess and refer teens for treatment
Use care teams for youth within its Wellness Court
Have residential treatment for youth on the reservation
Use innovative treatment approaches include equine therapy, archery, and a
range of Lakota cultural practices
Involve members of the Sicangu Lakota Nation to share cultural traditions,
spiritual knowledge, and life experiences
Promote indigenous practices such as peacemaking and family group decision-making to repair harm and keep cases out of the court system
Sponsor a youth-run business at the juvenile detention center to teach teens
traditional values, work ethics, and home-based business skills
Include families in assessment, treatment, and family recovery programs.130
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Safe, Rehabilitative Out-of-home Options

Youth who are currently incarcerated in America are often held in facilities that
fail to provide youth with the treatment or services they need. Instead of helping,
youth say many facilities only make them worse:

“You get better at what you came in for.”131
“Jail makes you better at the opposite of good.”132
Families differ in their experiences and opinions about out-of-home care as the
quality and safety of facilities varies drastically across the nation. Some families
feel that residential placements are a necessary option, particularly as a way to
remove the child from a negative environment or peers. Families also recognize
that some youth may be a risk to themselves or others and need an out-of-home
placement for a short period of time. However, there is widespread agreement
among families that the majority of juvenile detention and corrections facilities
currently in use in America are inappropriate for their children. Families believe
that most juvenile facilities are geared toward punishment not treatment. Families
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also oppose housing youth in adult facilities for any
length of time.
If their child must be held in a residential facility,
According to the
families want their children to be housed in facilnational Survey of
ities that look and feel like facilities operated by
Youth in Residential
the Missouri Division of Youth Services. Missouri uses a continuum of programs ranging from
Placement, the
day treatment programs to secure care in small,
overwhelming majority
community-based facilities located throughout the
(94%) of youth want to
state. The Missouri facilities are some of the safmaintain contact with
est and most effective in the nation. They create a
positive peer culture among youth by using a group
their family.134
treatment model facilitated by youth development
specialists, instead of a traditional correctional
approach that keeps youth in cages. Not only do
youth released from the Missouri system have lower rates of recidivism, but youth
and families do better overall as well.133

Key Elements of the Missouri Division of
Youth Services Approach to Families135
1.

The Missouri Division of Youth Services (DYS) operates on a core
philosophy anchored in beliefs and concepts such as “the family is
vital to the treatment process” and “families as experts.”

2.

All agency leaders and front-line staff participate in family systems
training and are taught to respect the family hierarchy, communicate with
families in a supportive and respectful manner, and value family expertise.

3.

DYS assigns a single service coordinator to work with each youth and family
throughout their time with DYS. Families are engaged in the planning process
within the first several days after a youth is committed by the court.

4.

Service coordinators make home visits to meet families in familiar and comfortable settings and minimize the impact of the power imbalance that may intimidate or inhibit family participation.

5.

Regional Family Specialist positions provide family counseling and support on
a voluntary basis to interested families.

6.

DYS community-based education programs are now available to parents and in
June 2012, the agency had its first parent GED graduate.

7.

Most youth are placed in small facilities within a 50-mile radius of their home.
All Missouri DYS programs are grounded in a therapeutic and positive youth
development model.

8.

Facility visitation policies are flexible to respond to family interests, customs, and
convenience. Transportation is also provided to ensure access to regular visits.

9.

Families are welcome to tour any of the DYS facilities to review conditions.

10. The DYS State Advisory Board now includes two former DYS parents and a
former DYS youth.
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Regardless of the type of out-of-home setting a youth is placed in, families want
their children to be safe, receive appropriate rehabilitation services, and have access to strong academic and/or vocational programs to prepare them for careers.
Families also want their children to be cared for by staff fully trained and equipped
for working with youth. One parent has noted:

“These are special jobs requiring special skills. They’re working with our
children’s lives. They need support too.” 136
And despite their children being in an out-of-home placement, families want to be
full participants in the everyday lives of their children, which means having regular
opportunities to call and visit with a child and regular communication with staff.
Involving families when the child is residing in an out-of-home placement is challenging but it can be done. Looking at practices across the country, it is clear that
there are several ways to engage families as partners. Here are two examples
from Texas and Illinois, which are keeping families informed and engaged while
their children are away from home.
The Texas Juvenile Justice Department has made family engagement a top priority as part of its efforts to overhaul the entire system. Texas’ juvenile justice system
has been plagued by scandals of abuse. While conditions within the Texas facilities
run by the newly reconfigured Texas Juvenile Justice Department (a department
formed by the merger of the Texas Juvenile Probation Commission and Texas Youth
Commission (TYC)) remain problematic, the Texas experience and multi-pronged
approach of working to engage families has many lessons for departments eager to
improve the conditions of confinement within their facilities. The clear lesson to be
learned is that involving families in a reform effort will have positive effects for both
youth and families as well as system transformation as a whole.
In response to the scandal, Texas began implementing a series of reform efforts
including several reforms aimed at improving the way the system works with families. There are several components of the family engagement activities implemented in Texas, including:
1. Developing family-friendly publications such as the Parents’ Bill of
Rights (see textbox) and a family handbook explaining key features and
policies within the facilities.
2. Involving families in revising policies, including the youth grievance
system; development of the individual case plan, quarterly progress reports, and the youth’s reentry plan; participation in early prototypes of
release review panels; and policies specific to family involvement.
3. Funding family liaison positions to be based in facilities that would help
families have a voice and choice in the facility, as well as to help plan and
coordinate events to increase family engagement. Family partners helped
design the job description and participated in interview panels for the
liaisons. Here is what one liaison said about her work:
“I’m proud to help families obtain financial assistance so they can visit sons
they have not seen in a very long time. I work with the Resource Council to
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purchase bus tickets, lodging, or gas to help families get to the facility. I get
a huge amount of pleasure out of seeing these special family reunions. The
mother of one youth was deaf and hadn’t seen her son in over a year. It was
wonderful to see mother and son embrace after such a long separation.”137
4. Hosting a series of family engagement events such as orientation
days, academic open houses, graduation and educational banquets, and
family days. Here is what one liaison said about the kind of activities they
have arranged for families:
“We’ve staged a fashion show for the girls and their family members at
which the girls designed their own clothing, modeled it on the red carpet,
and participated in an actual photo shoot. Recently we had a professional
photographer come in to take graduation photos and family photos the
family could purchase.”138
5. Training on effective family engagement for juvenile justice administrators, staff, and key juvenile justice stakeholders. Facility staff are trained
to keep safety foremost on their minds, so they may need to receive guidance on how to maintain security while being respectful toward families
who are visiting with their children. Here is an example:
“Our youth escort their family members to the school where they are free
to wander the halls, introducing their families to their teachers and showing
off their classrooms. Staff members hang back and supervise the youth and
families from a distance, giving the participants a greater sense of attending
the type of open house one might expect at a regular public school.”139
6. Obtaining regular feedback from family members by surveys that are
distributed by mail, electronic mail, and available in the visitation areas or
at special events.140
DuPage County, Illinois, has developed and implemented a comprehensive philosophy for respecting and involving families (see pages 62 and 63). The change
in policy began in 1999 when DuPage County began to address concerns about
the rising costs of court-ordered placement. They realized that providing services
to youth, without addressing family or environmental factors, were ineffective in resolving the youth’s delinquent behaviors. DuPage County has been working to become more family-friendly for years, making incremental changes that have made a
significant difference in the lives of children and families in their community.
First, DuPage County implemented family-based, evidence-based approaches
such as MST and FFT in 2000. Then DuPage County staff received training and
began using the Youth Screening and Assessment Instrument (YASI) to identify youth strengths, risk, and needs. Probation Department leaders believed that
community-based interventions could be employed to address effectively the
needs and risks of youth. Finally, a Parent Involvement (PI) workgroup was formed
as part of the MacArthur Models for Change initiative to develop and implement a
coordinated effort to engage families in juvenile justice.
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Texas Department of Juvenile Justice
Parents of Incarcerated Children - Bill of Rights
Do families have
these rights in the
jurisdiction?

Parents are partners with correctional staff, educators, and treatment
providers in their child’s rehabilitation and shall be encouraged and assisted to actively participate in the design and implementation of their
child’s treatment, from intake through discharge.
Parents of children who have been committed to the care, custody, or control of the
Texas Juvenile Justice Department have the following rights:
1.

As a parent, you have the right to know that you and your child will be
treated fairly regardless of race, religion, national origin, language, economic status, disability, gender, sexual orientation, or age and that each
child will be treated as an individual.

2.

As a parent, you have the right to expect the agency to provide a safe, secure, and sanitary environment for your child.

3.

As a parent, you have the right not to be judged, blamed or labeled because
of your child’s incarceration.

4.

As a parent, you have the right to be a vocal and active advocate on behalf
of your child.

5.

As a parent, you have the right to be an active participant when decisions
are made about your child.

6.

As a parent, you have the right to be informed about matters related to your
child’s welfare.

7.

As a parent, you have the right to access your child’s records.

8.

As a parent, you have the right to meaningful participation in your child’s
treatment, including medical treatment, behavioral health treatment, and
education.

9.

As a parent, you have the right to communicate with your child, including
visitation, telephone, and mail.

10. As a parent, you have the right to be assured that all TYC staff are professional, courteous, and respectful.
11. As a parent, you have the right to know that TYC will take immediate corrective action to protect the rights of parents and youth.
12. As a parent, you have the right to meaningful participation in your child’s
transition-planning — from intake through release, parole, and eventual
discharge.
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As mentioned in our discussion of common misperceptions about families, the PI
workgroup initially began with the attitude of holding parents more accountable
for their child’s behavior. The group quickly realized that such an approach would
be ineffective, and it moved from a parent-accountability philosophy to a parent-involvement philosophy because it understood that “approaches which are
strengths-based, culturally competent, and based on the individualized needs of
the family are most effective in helping families initiate and maintain positive youth
and family outcomes.”
The working group developed several core concepts of family-centered justice
and then implemented a variety of activities to engage families:
1. Hosting a conference, “Parental Involvement: A Key Piece of the Puzzle,” to allow stakeholders an opportunity to learn more about the benefits of parent involvement, effective strategies for involving parents at
key points in the system, and ideas for minimizing the barriers to parent
involvement.
2. Holding focus groups with parents and using feedback surveys. Two
focus groups helped system stakeholders understand what is important
for getting families engaged and keeping them involved during probation.
The feedback obtained from these focus groups was used to create a
parent satisfaction survey for parents to express their opinions about their
child’s time on probation. The parents decided what questions to ask on
this survey. Starting in 2009, the county began administering surveys of
parents via quarterly phone calls to gauge their level of engagement in
and satisfaction with the probation process and the extent to which the
Department provided opportunities for their involvement. The results continue to provide DuPage County with a measure of progress.
3. Hosting a weekly parent support group and creating materials for
families, specifically a Probation Family Handbook available in English
and Spanish. Parent support was identified as a need by parents who
participated in the original parent focus groups. The content and design
of the handbook was created in partnership with parents. Parents contributed their ideas and reviewed drafts to ensure that the information
was relevant and beneficial. The handbook includes information about
the various meetings parents will have with probation staff prior to and at
the start of a term of probation, the roles and responsibilities of the caseworker, and the financial obligations the family will incur as a result of a
probation sentence.
4. Making changes to mail and visiting policies at the juvenile detention
center to become “Parent Friendly.” The Illinois Department of Juvenile
Justice only requires a minimum of two visiting days per week, with one
visiting day’s hours during the daytime and the other in the evening. In
August 2010, DuPage revised its policy to allow visits on four days of
the week, two days with daytime visiting hours, and visiting hours on
both days of the weekend. Parents have the option to visit on all of
these days. The policy also teaches detention officers how to be ‘parent
friendly’ when interacting with families (see below). Changes were also
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made to resident mail procedures. The new policy encourages weekly
written correspondence between a youth and his or her family, including
a discussion of the youth’s weekly goals.
5. Making changes to the physical environment to make it more
comfortable for families. Waiting rooms have been enhanced and are now
family-friendly with “new furnishings, lighting, magazines, children’s toys,
and paintings” to provide a more comfortable and productive experience.
6. Training for staff on how to implement family-centered case planning
methods. The overall goal of this effort was to enhance the partnership
with parents and families in the case planning and case management
process and to facilitate their ownership of the solutions to change their
child’s behavior. Strategies to promote effective casework with families
include: to further the definition of parent involvement and identify
behaviors parents may exhibit along the path to empowerment; family
meeting observations; providing feedback to caseworkers on their abilities
to involve, engage, and empower families; and more widespread use of
effective family involvement strategies through training and coaching.141

An Excerpt from DuPage County’s Visitation Policy
Tip: Provide specific
guidance to staff on how
to be family friendly.

Remember our Parental Involvement Focus
Create and sustain a family centered Juvenile Justice System where
families are engaged, involved, and valued.
•

Show parents they’re valued by being “Parent Friendly”

•

Be punctual in providing visitation services

•

Be responsive in addressing their special visitation needs/schedules

•

Take the time to engage parents by introducing yourself, speaking
complimentary about the good qualities you’ve experienced with
their child and/or the positive efforts their child is making within
the program

•

Inquire if they have questions you can answer

•

Offer/provide them a tour of the facility including their child’s
sleeping room and, when possible, have the child accompany you on
the tour so s/he can personally share information with their parents
about the program and their daily schedule

•

Offer parents a copy of our Parent Handbook and other available
program and resource materials

Thank parents for visiting and reinforce our availability should they have
questions or requests.
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DuPage County Philosophy for Working with Families
We believe...
•

You should be treated with dignity and respect

•

Your family’s knowledge, values, beliefs and culture should
be incorporated into the planning and delivery of services

•

You should receive timely, complete, and accurate information in
order to effectively participate in decisions

•

You are an important and powerful participant in your child’s probation

•

You and probation staff should work together to design, implement,
and monitor the services provided to your child

Our goal is to partner with you as a family. We value and appreciate you as the
single greatest influence in your child’s life. You can bring about positive change
for both your family and the whole community. We encourage you to communicate openly and regularly with probation staff because we share a common goal
of success for youth. Together we can develop plans and goals to enable you and
your child to have the best possible probation outcome.

Quick List of Ideas
1.

Ensure that families and justice system stakeholders have a range of community-based programs, including evidence-based programs, to choose from to meet
the needs of youth and public safety.

2.

In both community-based and residential programs, teach youth skills to cope
with peer, school, family, and neighborhood problems, and provide families
with skills and resources to cope with the difficulties of raising teenagers.

3.

Replace traditional, large, secure incarceration facilities with small rehabilitative
facilities close to the community.

4.

For all out-of-home placements, facilities should develop comprehensive family
engagement strategies to maximize youth-family contact and facilitate family-staff communication to include:
a.

Using an expanded definition of family (see the definitions on page 5 of
this workbook) for visitation and mail correspondence.

b.

Creating a welcoming environment for families through creating special
materials for families to explain their rights and the policies of the facility,
hosting special events, soliciting regular feedback from families, and making the physical environment more inviting and comfortable for families.

c.

Ensuring that visitation hours are convenient for family members, providing low- or no-cost phone services, and assisting with transportation to aid regular communication between youth and families.

d.

Providing training and support to staff to facilitate effective staff-family
interactions and promote regular communication.
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5. Youth Are Prepared for a Successful Future
Up until now this workbook has focused on how to develop partnerships among
families, youth, and systems to address youth’s needs and prevent reoffending.
Many readers probably think that if the justice system could manage to do these
two things effectively—remedy deficits and reduce risks—the system would be
a success. However, families want more for their children. As stated by the Los
Angeles County Youth Planning Council:
The lives of young people matter. They matter to their families, to their neighbors, and their communities. But for those youth whose lives have taken a
wrong turn, who’ve made poor choices…the kids we’ve labeled “bad” who
we have written off, or for whom we have lost interest, it is these youth whose
lives need to matter more. Whether we make the moral, social or economic
case, the truth is that we as adults have failed these young people and, if we
don’t get better at what we do, we all stand to lose…be it lost human potential, loss of family, or increased social costs.142
Justice systems need to move beyond the paradigm of reducing and managing
risk to unleashing the untapped potential within the children they are supervising.
Justice systems not only should ensure that youth are prepared for life adults, but
also should prepare youth to become positive leaders in their community.
Many youth who commit serious offenses are youth with creative and entrepreneurial spirits – talents that in affluent communities are recognized, nurtured, and
developed because they know that these youth will become the future leaders
of their community. In fact, many youth in the justice system are already natural
leaders; their leadership qualities enabled them to lead their peers to participate
in destructive activities. As youth participants from YouthBuild, a program profiled
below, noted,

“I considered myself to have leadership potential, but no outlet to express
that potential.”143
Families want justice agencies to tap into these strengths and help youth see beyond their current circumstances to help youth envision and develop the skills to
realize a brighter future for themselves. In this section, we profile a variety of ways
to ensure that youth are prepared for their future.
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Ensure That Youth Have the Skills 			
They Need to Succeed as Adults

All youth, whether or not they have been involved in the justice system, need
support from caring adults to make a successful transition to adulthood. Agencies
need to take proactive steps to help youth develop the skills they need to navigate
graduation from high school, postsecondary education, employment, and other
life milestones.
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One tool that is available to help justice agencies prepare youth for adulthood is
the Casey Life Skills Assessment (CLSA). This tool is a free, online, youth-centered tool that assesses the life skills that youth will need (see textbox). It was
designed for youth ages 14 to 21, regardless of their living situation, and is as free
as possible from gender, ethnic, and cultural biases. The CLSA can be used in a
collaborative conversation between the youth, family, and other service providers.
After conducting the assessment, with support from other adults, youth can develop an individual learning plan to make sure they identify ways to learn the skills
they will need to be successful.144
In addition to youth-directed individual learning plans possible with the CLSA, justice agencies should evaluate the educational and programmatic offerings available
to youth in residential settings to ensure that they are adequately prepared for college or careers. In Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Council of Chief Juvenile Probation Officers, in partnership with residential and day-treatment facilities across the
state, have formed an alliance known as PACTT, which stands for the Pennsylvania Academic Career/Technical Training Alliance. Participating facilities agree
to align their education curricula with state standards issued by the Pennsylvania
Department of Education as well as offering career and technical education programs in high-demand areas (e.g., culinary arts, auto body). PACTT also works to
ensure that schools in the community cooperate by providing education records
in a timely manner and that credits transfer properly. Finally, PACTT helps facilities
teach youth the “soft skills” they need to succeed in the market through a uniform
manual and the development of a “student employability portfolio.”146
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Strengthening Youth Capacities as Parents

The literature on the needs of children of incarcerated parents has focused predominately on parents in the adult criminal justice system, however many youth
involved in the justice system are parents themselves. Helping these youth develop and maintain bonds with their children is an emerging concern for juvenile
justice agencies. Here are examples of programs working with young mothers
and fathers.
The Baby Elmo Program, a program currently being piloted in a number of jurisdictions across the country. A project of the Georgetown Early Learning Project and the Youth Law Center, the 10-session program focuses on strengthening
family ties between incarcerated teen fathers and their infants using a standardized curriculum presented by facility personnel. The teen parents are taught how
to praise, play, and interact with their children through the use of videos, Sesame
Street Beginnings, provided by the Children’s Television Workshop. After learning
a parenting lesson using the video, the fathers play with their own children for an
hour practicing what they have learned. Early results of the program are promising. The teen parents develop an awareness of the role they can play in their
child’s development. In addition, even in a relatively short time period, the babies
appear to develop bonds with their fathers.147
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The Center for Young Women’s Development in San Francisco, California,
coordinates two programs for young mothers. Young Mothers United (YMU) is
a youth-led advocacy project that provides support for pregnant and parenting
young women (ages 16 to 24) during incarceration. The weekly parenting classes
cover topics such as healthy relationships, the impact of family violence, and
gender roles. This program also provides support during their court cases in the
justice system or child welfare system. A separate program, Sister Circles, works
with these young women once they are released from custody. Sister Circles combines weekly healing circles and community-building activities with conversations
about the issues young women face trying to stay out of the system. The Center
for Young Women’s Development reports that 92% of Sister Circle participants
did not reoffend while participating in their programs.148
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Leadership Development

Finally, families want to ensure that their children are proactively being developed
as leaders. Adolescence is a time of identity development and rather than developing a positive self-identity, justice system involvement can instill or reinforce
negative identities for youth such as “criminal,” “offender,” or “gang-banger.”
Justice agencies can help to counteract this labeling effect by developing special
programs to foster the development of positive identities for youth. For example,
the Azteca Soccer Program was formed by an entrepreneurial probation officer in Santa Cruz County. She wanted to help the local youth in her Watsonville
community develop identities as soccer players. Latino youth from rival gangs,
Norteños and Sureños, come together as teammates and play soccer together in
an adult recreational league. Due to high demand, a second team, the Toltecas,
was also formed.
Through practices and games, adult players and coaches mentor youth. The
youth learn sportsmanship, leadership skills, conflict resolution, and anger management, all while learning self-discipline and responsibility. The games also provide an opportunity for families to get together and support their children. The
family members help with fundraising projects to support the team, attend games,
and encourage their children to do their best on and off the field. This program is
just one example of how justice agencies can use creativity to identify opportunities to help their youth develop an identity beyond their criminal activities.149
In contrast to this local program, a nationwide program that has had a substantial
impact on developing youth leaders is YouthBuild. YouthBuild began in 1978 as a
local, community-based organization in East Harlem. The program has developed
into a nationwide network of 270 organizations with a variety of funders, including
the U.S. Department of Labor. These YouthBuild organizations annually enroll approximately 10,000 highly disadvantaged young people in programs that combine
education, job training, service, and leadership development. YouthBuild provides
trade and job skills to youth by giving them opportunities to build or rehabilitate
houses while also earning a GED or high school diploma.
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A substantial proportion of youth participating in YouthBuild programs have had
justice system involvement. According to the 2010 survey of entering students
to the program, 32% have been adjudicated and 11% have felony convictions.
The program has documented success with these students. Every dollar spent
on a YouthBuild student with a criminal record will result in a return on investment
ranging from a minimum of $10.30 up to $43.80. YouthBuild is proving that youth
in the justice system can be developed into successful leaders:

Life Skills Assessed by the Casey Life Skills Assessment145
Life Skills

Competencies Assessed

Daily Living

Meal planning and preparation, cleaning and food
storage, home maintenance, and computer and
internet basics.

Self Care

Healthy physical and emotional development such
as personal hygiene, taking care of one’s health, and
pregnancy prevention.

Relationships and
Communication

Developing and sustaining healthy relationships,
cultural competency, and permanent connections
with caring adults.

Housing
and Money
Management

Banking and credit, finding and keeping affordable
housing, budgeting, and living within one’s means.

Work and Study

Basics of employment, legal issues, study skills, and
time management.

Career and
Education
Planning

Planning for career and postsecondary education
pertinent to older youth.

Looking Forward

Youth’s level of confidence and internal feelings
important to their success.

Permanency

Embedded within all of the skill areas of the
assessment are 20 items that assess a youth’s
connection to trusted adults, community of support,
and overall interdependent connections.
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[YouthBuild] is a very rare example of a large-scale leadership program primarily for young people who have dropped out of high school, [and] its philosophy challenges the dominant approach to that group. In general, major
institutions, from schools to law enforcement agencies, treat them as threats
to themselves and their communities, and offer – if they offer anything at all –
a combination of surveillance, remediation, discipline, and punishment to try
to alter their destructive trajectories. In contrast, YouthBuild treats them as
potential civic leaders and invests in their leadership skills.150
YouthBuild is intentional about leadership development for the youth involved in
their programs, as well as for alumni.

I’m not the one that’s fighting – I’m the one that’s helping now.151
I get so much joy out of helping others and being a leader – that’s what I’m
doing – because that’s what I consider a leader to be – someone who will
encourage and motivate.
A survey of YouthBuild graduates found that only 2% were undecided about their
future career trajectories. The overwhelming majority were very optimistic about
their choices and futures.

I’m healthy, active, and doing what I never thought I would be doing –
working, going to college, and expecting my first child.
I believe in myself and therefore, I have a future.
Allowing for multiple choices, these YouthBuild graduates have high aspirations
for their careers:
•

52% envision wanting to help youth in some capacity;

•

32% want to work at a non-profit and 31% want to start their own
non-profit;

•

32% want to pursue community organizing;

•

30% want to pursue social work;

•

27% want to start their own for-profit business and 16% want to work
for a for-profit company;

•

22% want to work for the government and 17% in politics;

•

19% want to go into a construction business; and

•

16% want to teach.

In addition to supporting the expansion of YouthBuild programs, child-serving
and justice agencies should revisit their current programs to ensure that youth are
being cultivated as leaders.
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Quick List of Ideas
1. Ensure that youth are actively learning all the skills they need to become
successful adults.
2. Align educational programs and offerings for youth to ensure that
they can go to college or have the skills they need for employment
opportunities.
3. Help parenting youth develop parenting skills and develop and maintain
bonds with their children.
4. Connect youth to programs and opportunities to develop a positive
self-image and identity.
5. Actively develop the leadership potential for youth involved in the justice system.
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Beyond Detention:
Family and Community Involvement in Santa Cruz
This is an adaptation of a talk given by Judith Cox, former Chief
Probation Office for Santa Cruz County, at the 2007 JDAI National Inter-site Conference in Dallas, Texas.152
It would probably be a safe bet to say that virtually everyone in juvenile justice
has been exposed, in some manner or form, to the professional literature that
tells us that the elements of an effective juvenile justice system should be community-based, family-centered, strengths-based, and individualized. Why is it,
then, that we find this so difficult to do?
We are remarkably the same – despite vast geographic distances, varying fiscal climates and significant demographic and political differences, the juvenile
justice systems in the United States are strikingly similar. They are built upon
vast expenditures on secure detention and commitment facilities – not on communities, kids, and families. We are a “one size fits all” service delivery system
which still relies on suppression and incapacitation as the predominant operating principles. If that were not the case, we would see a system in which our investments in both time and money would be primarily spread among community-based stakeholders, rather than held and controlled by the formal system.
I want to share with you how I have been affected by my work with community-based organizations in Santa Cruz. We have been able to dramatically
reduce our use of detention by implementing the eight core strategies of the
Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI) and by creating a rich array of
community-based interventions for teens without compromising public safety.
I want to share with you how that happened. There are four people who stand
out, and a bit later in time, a fifth, who have taught me something. They spoke
truth to power in a gentle way, even though they were constantly frustrated in
their efforts to be included.
Albino Garcia was a gang interventionist then and is now a spiritual leader in
New Mexico. He was on his own path of personal transformation in those days
and through those changes he demonstrated something powerful about the direction the formal system should go. The others included Walter Guzman who
is no longer with us, OT Quintero and Nane Alejandrez from Barrios Unidos,
and David True.
These men were not just community-based but of the community, and they
were trying to knock on the door of the system for only one reason – they loved
kids, and felt certain they could help. I suspect they also had a pretty good idea
that what we were doing wasn’t helping much. They understood that where I
saw a booking, an intake, a petition to be filed, a social study to be done – they
saw a family in crisis. Not that I didn’t care for youth – we just had different
primary perspectives. All five have somewhat poetic aspects to their personalities and they all spoke to me a lot about the pain and suffering the families and
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teens were enduring in their lives. I remember feeling that perhaps they were
being overly dramatic in an effort to make a point.
Now, years later, I see that what they were trying to communicate was the truth.
I know this now, because as we put on the brakes on our use of detention and
slowed down that runaway vehicle, we had to get into a new vehicle that took
us more directly into the community and into the homes of families.
Most of you have probably heard that well-known quote from Booker T. Washington – that there are “two ways of exerting strength—one is pushing down,
the other is pulling up.” We have tried to find our strength as a system and to
nurture the strength in the teens by “pulling up.” The vast and diverse array of
activities we have are now nearly impossible for me to describe to others. In the
past, the system could be described as including detention, diversion, supervision, placement prevention, out-of-home placement, and post-dispositional
residential or commitment programs. We had a few variations on that basic
theme, but young people were cycled into one or another of those chutes. Now,
the array of our formal justice system choices is richer and more varied, and,
more importantly, there is a dizzying network of services provided by community partners. The beauty is that it has taken on a life and creativity of its own
that we don’t have to control. Just as the formal system has evolved and built on
previous experiences, the community partners have done the same.
For example, a community-based organization was given a small contract to
provide a somewhat traditional weekend community service program in lieu
of a weekend in detention that was at one point a commonly imposed punitive
sanction utilized by the court for probation violators. In talking and working
closely with the young people, the agency saw that the youth wanted help in
employment readiness, job seeking, and supported employment. The agency
created these programs, as well as a youth leadership group.
The group then developed and implemented a variety of strategies to make sure
that youth and family voices and perspectives were heard, such as parent/youth
dialogues; parent/youth summits; political advocacy and organizing with legislators; and an ethnographic project in which justice system-involved youth
made audio recordings of youth in out-of-home placement which were played
to policymakers. This kind of program building as a response to the desires and
needs of families and youth occurs all over our jurisdiction.
This sharing of power and control means letting go and sharing resources. By
sharing significant amounts of resources, we are priming the pump, the water
starts to flow, and then gushes. We have found that all of us have the ability to
attract more resources if we put it all on the table – and it is the only way to
create numerous individualized responses and opportunities to replace the “one
size fits all” system. We are still in the vehicle, but now not only are there others
in the vehicle with us, they actually take their turn in the driver’s seat.
Another example is the developmental path that involves the role of parents and
families. It also illustrates the unique role of community partners in shaping
how the voice of parents can be brought forward in a manner that they choose.
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We started by having family conferencing at intake; we have paid family partners who advise on policy issues and we have adopted the tenet of “no meeting about us, without us.” We have an English/Spanish video that explains the
court process and parent-generated information brochures created by parents
for parents. We have put great emphasis on family-centered solutions like wraparound and family preservation, and we do not make decisions about out-ofhome placement without parents in the room.
We have learned that great wisdom resides within families. Parents told us they
wanted support as families. Our community partners told us about a family
strengthening curriculum, Cara y Corazón, that honored cultural and family
traditions. The communities requested that we bring the training in for everyone (over 200 people came to learn about it). We received commitments from
20 agencies to become trainers and to actually deliver the family strengthening
curriculum to parents throughout the county. Now that parents have attended
these sessions, they find that they want to continue meeting to support each
other. These groups of parents can then use their collective voices to change the
system, strengthen their families, and help their children – all in the manner
they choose. I couldn’t have predicted or designed this.
However, I also want to offer a word of caution. We have been working hard
with the Burns Institute to identify and eliminate disparities in treatment for
youth of color in our system. As part of that effort, we did a survey of Latino
parents and, despite the whole list of things we have done to change our culture,
the surveys still tell us that parents are not having a good experience when they
go through court. This lesson means that in the process of implementing JDAI,
our rhetoric about the value of family voice and sharing power should always
be challenged. If you ask, and folks feel safe to do so, they will tell you and, if
they tell you something you don’t like to hear, you must accept it as the truth.
I live in a powerful place, a place where Cesar Chavez organized and marched
and where his legacy is still felt. Yet, the children and grandchildren of those
who marched are still, today, the largest group to be incarcerated. I now know
that the community leaders would not have chosen to talk about the suffering
in the community, if it had not been the predominant message on their minds.
Within the values and traditions of families and cultures there is a power. Although the starting point is suffering, from suffering a spark of hope can emerge;
from hope the will to struggle is born; in struggle a community is formed; with
community justice is possible; and with justice, finally, there is freedom. Therefore, there is great power available within the cohesion of community.
All of your communities have people just like Albino, Nane, OT, Walter, and
David. People who are of the community and are passionate about helping kids.
Each of your communities and families have their own rich and unique histories and cultures from which lessons can be learned and in which solutions
reside. I would urge each of you to give up a bit of your control and power and
trust the wisdom that resides in your home place. It’s very simple – let other
people in the vehicle with you, take turns driving, and sample some of their
music on your journey!
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Part Three
The FAMILY Model
“The more involved the family is, the less likely a youth is to recidivate.”

Putting It All Together: The FAMILY Model
After evaluating all of the available research and literature on family engagement,
and integrating the insights from our site visits and surveys, it is clear that several
system-level factors need to be present for the justice system to meet the needs
of youth and families effectively. The Five Features of a Transformed Justice System provides specific examples and ideas for systems to implement; this section
switches focus to identify the essential components that make those programs
possible. In other words, the previous part of the workbook looked at “what” systems should be doing, whereas this part will look at “how” systems can actually
get the programs implemented.
The FAMILY Model, with the word “family” serving as a mnemonic device, provides a framework for understanding how justice systems can partner with families. This model is designed to address the reasons and barriers that system
stakeholders identified for why family engagement is difficult to implement.
The FAMILY Model borrows heavily from the values and philosophy of the principles of family-driven care currently used in the system of care approach for
children with mental health needs.153 However, our model has appropriate adaptations to reflect the safety and security concerns central to justice agencies.
Nothing in this FAMILY Model should be interpreted as privileging family perspectives over the need to keep the public safe. This model simply reflects what justice
agencies have already found by implementing family engagement efforts, “the
more involved the family is, the less likely the youth is to recidivate.”154
In conjunction with this description of the FAMILY Model, we have created a comprehensive assessment (Tool 3 in the Resources section of this workbook) to assist justice agencies in evaluating how well they are adhering to the principles
outlined here. Whether or not readers conduct the full assessment, we encourage
reviewing it for greater detail about how the model works.
We believe that justice systems able to achieve the Five Features by implementing
the FAMILY Model would be the definition of “best practice” in partnering with
families.
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The
results of
these efforts are
“Y,” which stands
for youth fully
prepared for
their futures.

and
about “L,”
which stands
for leadership and
training for both
families and system
stakeholders.

The “F” stands
for families having a
primary decision-making
role in their individual child’s
care and case, as well as
the policies and procedures
governing the care of all
children involved in the justice
system in their community,
state, tribe, territory,
and nation.
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The
FAMILY
Model

I
Systems
are able to
work in partnership
with families because
they are intentional
about “I,” which stands
for interagency
and community
collaboration and
funding,

A

M

The “A”
stands for access
to a continuum of
services available to
all families, those with
and without formal
justice system
involvement.

The
“M” stands
for services, laws,
and policies that
meet the mutual goals
of addressing the needs
of youth, families, and
victims, and that will
keep the public safe
now and in the
future.

Families and youth have improved outcomes when they are active participants in
decision-making. In line with the title of this workbook, Family Comes First, the
FAMILY Model starts from the premise that family and youth experiences, their
perceptions of their strengths and needs, and their visions and goals for the future
should drive decision-making about all aspects of the system. The “F” stands
for Families having a primary decision-making role in their individual child’s
care and case, as well as the policies and procedures governing the care
of all children involved in the justice system in their community, state, tribe,
territory, and nation.155
One of the main reasons why the system has failed to work effectively with families is the lack of trust that exists between families and system stakeholders.
Justice system agencies need to take proactive steps to build this trust. One way
to do this is for administrators and staff to actively demonstrate the value of family
partnerships by sharing power, resources, authority, responsibility, and control
with them. As one program coordinator noted, “Family members are still the minority. They feel like there is a space to be heard but they are not being listened
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to as equals.”156 This model seeks to rectify this power imbalance. One of the
first places to start is by adding family members to policy-making and oversight
bodies, and rethinking the way meetings and service provision are conducted.
All meetings should occur in welcoming environments where family and youth
voices are heard and valued, everyone is respected and trusted, and it is safe for
everyone to speak honestly.
Second, for family members and youth to be full participants in a shared decision-making process and be able to make informed choices, they will need to
have accurate, understandable, and complete information and data, as well as
sound professional expertise and guidance Thus, systems not only should prepare guides and resources to help families understand the operation of the justice
system, but they also should provide regular opportunities for communication
between families and system stakeholders (i.e., family-to-system communication
and system-to-family communication) at all stages of the system (i.e., from entrance to exit). Obtaining input from families and youth should not be a one-time
event, such as during the initial intake assessments; rather, families should become the primary decisionmakers throughout the child’s contact with the justice
system. Unless there are objective reasons why the families’ decisions would not
address public safety of victims concerns, system stakeholders should defer to
family judgments about how best to resolve their child’s behavior.
Finally, for the FAMILY Model to work, all children and youth will need to have a
biological, adoptive, foster, or surrogate family voice advocating on their behalf.
As described on page 7, justice agencies may need to identify family members
for youth.
For families and child-serving and justice agencies to partner and meet the needs
of youth and public safety, they will need access to a range of options that can
be tailored and deployed as necessary. The “A” stands for Access to a continuum of services that can be accessed by the family without regard
to whether the child is in the system. Jurisdictions need a full continuum of
services that are available at the times and places where families can use them.
Families also need to be aware of their options to address the concerns raised by
parents in the focus groups: “I went [to the justice system] cause I felt like I had
no other choice. I thought I had exhausted all my choices, all of my options. I felt
like I had nowhere else to go.”157 For many services, this means that systems will
need to reevaluate eligibility requirements for services so that families who earn
too much to qualify, but not enough to afford private care, can be served. Further,
families should not have to accept stigmatizing labels to be served properly. Finally, services provided should help to develop family capacity, making use of the
existing strengths of families so that they eventually are able to resolve problems
on their own without further justice system involvement.
Since the research indicates that justice system involvement often creates or exacerbates problems for youth, with the unintended consequence of increasing
rather than decreasing recidivism, the FAMILY Model calls for widespread removal of youth from justice system processing. Child-serving and justice agencies
should revisit laws and policies that govern the overall justice system, such as
zero-tolerance policies, that needlessly saddle youth with a criminal record. The
“M” stands for services, laws, and policies that Meet the mutual goals of
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addressing the needs of youth, families, and victims and that keep the
public safe. Youth who can be diverted safely away from the justice system
should be. Further, youth should be removed from the adult criminal justice system and returned to the juvenile system.
Services offered by the existing juvenile justice agency also may need to be modified. The model calls for an expansion of the current evidence-based practices
in juvenile justice and for stopping the use of practices that have been proven
ineffective (e.g., boot camps, scared straight programs). However, some communities, particularly African-American, Latino, Native-American, and Asian-American communities, have not necessarily been well-served by the existing evidence-based approaches. The model explicitly encourages systems to develop
and evaluate new programs and services to meet the needs of currently underserved populations. Further, families should have opportunities to choose a different provider or service when their needs are not being met by a current service
provider.
Systems are able to work in partnership with families because they take a proactive
approach to creating the infrastructure to support these programs and policies.
Many of the programs and innovative practices profiled in this workbook are the
result of interagency and community collaborations that draw upon the strengths
of the local community. One JDAI coordinator describes this benefit: “Involving
community builds a sense of shared responsibility for court-involved youth and
families.”158 The “I” stands for Interagency and Community Collaboration
and Funding. The model encourages agencies to place an intentional focus on
building and sustaining collaborative efforts by overcoming bureaucratic barriers,
avoiding turf issues, and sharing credit for service delivery and results. In many
jurisdictions, intentional efforts to connect to existing organizations and invest in
new family organizations will be necessary. Another component essential to the
functioning of the FAMILY Model is the recognition that family-voice organizations exist to help systems meet the needs of families. Family-voice organizations
should be adequately funded and supported to develop and sustain a diverse
group of families that collectively and effectively become the independent “family
voice” to participate in overall system reform efforts. Further, family-voice organizations will need to recruit and engage diverse family leaders, as well as nurture
their development as leaders, to work effectively with justice system and other
agencies.
A critical element underlying the FAMILY Model is the need for system
stakeholders and family members to exercise leadership in moving toward a family-driven approach to juvenile justice. As noted by a director
of a juvenile probation department, the issue of family engagement needs
“a champion at a high level to make sure this happens.”159 The “L” stands
for Leadership and Training for both families and system stakeholders.
Administrators should allocate staff, training, support, and resources to make
family-driven practice work at the point where services and supports are delivered to children, youth, and families. Families and youth also should be
organized to use their knowledge and skills collectively as a force for systems
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transformation. Families and family-run organizations engage in peer support
activities to reduce isolation, gather and disseminate accurate information,
and strengthen the family voice.
The final letter, Y, stands for Youth fully prepared for their futures. As indicated by the results from the system stakeholders surveys, the number-one benefit
of involving families is that youth have better outcomes. As child-serving and justice agencies reevaluate and shift children away from the justice system, existing
juvenile justice agencies should be able to concentrate their efforts on the more
limited number of youth who are currently engaged in activities that pose a significant risk to public safety. As noted by Bart Lubow in his “my child” test:
I want a [juvenile justice] system that’s devoted to youth who pose genuine public safety risks, not a system that operates with a huge net, pulling
in youth who don’t need court interventions and who the research indicates
quite clearly are better off without system intervention. But I want this not simply because I don’t want my kids’ adolescent behavior to be criminalized, but
because I want juvenile justice to succeed with that much smaller number of
youth who we now confine in these devilish institutions.160
In creating a juvenile justice system that truly reflects what families want for their
children, justice agencies not only would respond to youth’s behavior problems,
but also would make sure that youth are fully prepared for life as adults. Further,
agencies would foster the youth’s innate leadership potential and take concrete
efforts to help remove the stigma and collateral consequences attached to system involvement.
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Moving Forward as Partners: Policy
Recommendations
Implementing the following recommendations will help to make the Five Features
of a Transformed Justice System and FAMILY Model a reality.

Recommendations for Federal Policymakers and
Stakeholders
1. Each agency and program having contact with children and families involved in the justice system should hire or appoint a staff person, preferably a family member or former system-involved youth, to coordinate
family engagement efforts and activities.
2. Every justice system agency and program should conduct the comprehensive assessment (Tool 3) included in this workbook and develop specific strategies to implement the FAMILY Model.
3. Each agency having responsibility for children and youth should identify
existing federal funds (e.g., Medicaid, Title IV-E) and funding mechanisms
(e.g., waivers available) that can be used to support family engagement
programs and related services to families in the justice system. In addition, new federal funding resources should be made available to support
family engagement.
4. A National Technical Assistance Center on Family Engagement should
be created to provide support to state and local justice and child-serving agencies interested in starting or expanding family engagement programs.
5. A National Family Resource Center should be established to serve families involved in the justice system. This new center would provide centralized resource and referral information and would coordinate efforts
of existing crisis and family support centers to better serve the needs of
justice-system-involved families.
6. The federal government should also fund state or regional Parental Information Resource Centers for families involved in the justice system.
These centers would provide information to families and should be co-located or coordinated with existing parent centers already funded by other
child-serving agencies.
7. The federal government should fund new research initiatives to begin to
expand upon the existing evidence base for family engagement programs.
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Recommendations for State Policymakers and
Stakeholders
1. Each agency and program having contact with children and families involved in the justice system should hire or appoint a staff person, preferably a family member or former system-involved youth, to coordinate
family engagement efforts and activities.
2. Every justice system agency and program with responsibility for children
and youth should conduct the comprehensive assessment (Tool 3) included in this workbook and develop specific strategies to implement the
FAMILY Model.
3. Each agency having responsibility for children and youth should identify
existing federal and state funding sources that can be used to support
family engagement programs and related services to families in the justice system.
4. Each agency having responsibility for children and youth should identify
existing family support organizations and initiatives that can be tapped or
expanded to provide support to families involved in the justice system.
5. Collectively, the child-serving and justice system agencies should examine state fiscal policies that incentivize incarceration and residential
placement of youth over community-based options. States should develop fiscal strategies to fund prevention, diversion, and family and community-based programs that will respond to youth and family needs such as
the programs profiled in this workbook.
6. State justice agencies and court systems should help develop a basic
guide to the justice system for families that can be tailored or expanded
for use by local jurisdictions.
7. State justice agencies and court systems should create training opportunities, for example by hosting a statewide conference on family engagement, to allow juvenile justice stakeholders and families to share ideas
about how to engage families.
8. State justice agencies and court systems should begin to develop data
collection mechanisms to track family engagement and outcomes.
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Recommendations for Local Government
Policymakers and Stakeholders
1. Each agency and program having contact with children and families involved in the justice system should hire or appoint a staff person, preferably a family member or former system-involved youth, to coordinate
family engagement efforts and activities.
2. Every justice system agency and program with responsibility for children
and youth should conduct the comprehensive assessment (Tool 3) included in this workbook and develop specific strategies to implement the
FAMILY Model.

Tip: Check out
“Unlocking Your
Community’s Hidden
Strengths: A Guidebook
to Community AssetMapping” by the
Southern Poverty Law
Center for help in
creating an inventory of
services and resources
in the jurisdiction.161

3. Each agency having responsibility for children and youth should identify
existing federal, state, and local funding sources that can be used to support family engagement programs and related services to families in the
justice system.
4. Collectively, the child-serving and justice system agencies should examine local fiscal policies that incentivize incarceration and residential placement of youth over community-based options. Local governments should
develop fiscal strategies to fund prevention, diversion, and family and
community-based programs that will respond to youth and family needs
such as the programs profiled in this workbook.
5. Each agency having responsibility for children and youth should identify
local family support organizations and initiatives that can be tapped or
expanded to provide support to families involved in the justice system.
6. Collectively, the child-serving and justice system agencies should create
an inventory of services and resources for children and families available
across the jurisdiction to help identify and then fill any gaps.
7. The local justice system agencies and court system should help develop
a basic guide to the justice system for families to explain the justice system and provide contact information for families who will need additional
support.
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Part Four
Resources
“We have learned that great wisdom resides within families.”

As noted at the outset of this workbook, families want to see a transformed justice system. If you have
read this workbook from cover to cover, you may be hopeful and energized by all of the examples you have
read, but you also may be overwhelmed by the enormity of the task. We encourage you to get motivated
by harnessing your positive feelings and moving past any negative feelings you may have. The current
system was not created overnight, and efforts to transform the system will not occur overnight either.
The good news is that researchers know how transformative change happens. Transformative change
efforts follow a clear pattern (see page 25). To help readers get started using this workbook to initiate a
transformation effort, here are some simple steps to follow. (see textbox).  Here are four tools to help readers use this workbook to initiate a transformation effort:  
Tool 1: Quick Start Guide
Tool 2: Sample Focus Group Script
Tool 3: Comprehensive Assessment
Tool 4: Summary of the Five Features

Eight Phases of a Transformation Effort162
1.

Establish a Sense of Urgency. Convince the system stakeholders that the status quo is more dangerous than
the change that is desired.

2.

Form a Powerful Guiding Coalition. Assemble a group of stakeholders with a shared commitment and
enough power to lead the change effort.

3.

Create a Vision. Create a vision to direct the change effort and develop specific strategies to realize that vision.

4.

Communicate the Vision. Use every possible opportunity to communicate the new vision and the strategies that
will be used to achieve it. The coalition should teach new behaviors to others in the agency to fulfill the vision.

5.

Empower Others To Act on the Vision. Encourage risk-taking and nontraditional ideas, activities, and
actions so that people can take action. Structural barriers that undermine the vision also should be removed.

6.

Plan for and Create Short-Term Wins. Create short-term visible victories and recognize and reward
employees for contributing to the improvements.

7.

Consolidate Improvements and Sustain the Momentum for Change. Use the early victories to bolster
support for larger structural changes. Hire, promote, and develop employees who can implement the vision.
Reinvigorate the change process with new projects and change agents.

8.

Institutionalize New Approaches. Communicate the connections between the new behaviors and the
agency’s success. Create leadership development and succession plans consistent with the new approach.
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Tool 1: Quick Start Guide
1. Go back through the workbook and make a list of the ideas you believe could be useful to integrate
into your existing efforts. Also think about the positive accomplishments the community has already
made to help youth and families. Most jurisdictions will find it easier to expand or modify programs
that are already working well, rather than starting new efforts from scratch.
Good things we are already doing in the jurisdiction that we should applaud ourselves for doing:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Ideas I want to bring to the jurisdiction include:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Identify other individuals in the community, program, or agency, with whom to share this workbook.
For example, there are likely to be existing collaborative efforts to bring these ideas to. Request a
special meeting, or devote time at an existing meeting, to discuss this workbook and compare notes.
People I know who would be interested in reading this workbook and who should have a copy:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Organizations and existing collaborations that I can present the ideas from this workbook to:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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3. Imagine there is a magic scale to rate the jurisdiction on how well it demonstrates the Five Features.
How far have you already come? How far do you still need to go?
Families are Supported Before and After Challenges Arise
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8

9

10

9

10

9

10

9

10

Families Have Peer Support from the
Moment a Youth is Arrested through Exit
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Families Are Involved in Decision-making Processes to
Hold Youth Accountable and Keep the Public Safe
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Youth Have Access to Culturally-Competent Treatment
Options Which Strengthen Family-Youth Bonds
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Youth Are Prepared for a Successful Future
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

4. Craft a plan to start family-system partnerships. Depending upon where you are, or the efforts the
jurisdiction has already implemented to date, we encourage you to go through the questions in the
comprehensive assessment (Tool 3). All the readers of this workbook can take action to start the transformation of the justice system in their jurisdiction.
What are the three things you will commit to doing to get this transformation effort get started?
1._ _______________________________________________________________________________________
2._ _______________________________________________________________________________________
3._ _______________________________________________________________________________________
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Tool 2: Sample Focus Group Script
The focus group script provided below is for jurisdictions that have had limited contact with family engagement and are just beginning to explore the experiences of the families they serve. The questions are intentionally designed to identify areas where the justice system is failing to meet the expectations of family
members and to provide an opportunity for family members to express their frustrations with the system.
Once the frustrations and problems have been aired, the conversation can shift to a discussion about what
has been working well in the system.
We suggest allotting at least two hours for the conversation, and providing refreshments.
Focus Group Moderator: Thank you for coming. We are here to learn about the experiences that family
members have had with our justice system, both positive and negative.
[Personal Introduction of the Focus Group Moderator]
The purpose of our group is to listen and learn from you about your experiences with your children in the
justice system. What you say here about your child will not be repeated. We will, however, bring the common concerns and experiences that you share to the attention of our system administrators so that these
systems can be more responsive to children and families.
We would like to start by going over our expectations for this group before we start. [Name of Notetaker] is
taking notes of this conversation. A summary document of this conversation will be created to distribute to
the system administrators that will not contain any names or identifying characteristics about the families
or children. You will also receive a copy of the summary.
We need everyone to agree not to disclose any of the names or personal information shared here today/
tonight and to respect others’ confidentiality by not repeating what is said here today/tonight. In addition,
you do not need to share any information about your child’s offense, or anything else that you would not
want to share with this group.
[Get confirmation that participants understand].
We would like to start our discussion by having each of you introduce yourselves and share why you are
here today.
[Personal Introductions of the Focus Group Participants]
Now we are going to go through a series of questions.

Early System Involvement
1. From your first contact with the system, what
surprised you most about the system? This
might be related to your experience with lawyers, the ability to be involved with your child’s
case, knowing where your child was, or anything else along those lines.
2. At the start of your involvement with your child’s
case, how easy was it to access information or
get answers to questions about rights, representation, or processes you came across?
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3. Did you understand the process or what was
going to happen to your child? Who explained
things to you?
4. Do you believe your experience was affected
by your race or ethnicity? Do you believe your
experience was affected by any language
barriers?

Experience in Detention/
Corrections
5. If your child spent time in our facility, what were
your greatest concerns when your child was there?
a. Do you believe your children are safe
when they are in our facilities? If not,
why not?
b. Do you believe your child was given
enough food?
c. Do you believe your child was provided
appropriate education?
d. Do you believe your child received appropriate health care?
e. Do you believe your child received appropriate programs or treatment?
6. Do any of you believe that your child or other
children you know about have been abused or
had a traumatic experience while in our care
that you would not mind sharing with us today?
a. How did it come to your attention?
What was the reaction of the facility
staff when you asked them about it?
Do you believe the facility staff reaction
or the resolution of the matter was appropriate? What would you have liked
to have happen instead?
7. Do you believe you were able to maintain a
meaningful relationship with your child while he
or she was locked up?
a.

Were you included in the decision-making process in terms of placement or services for yourself or your child? And did
you feel your thoughts were respected?

b. How did the visitation process go? What
part of the visitation policies worked
well and which ones still need work?
c. What has been your experience with
phone privileges, phone costs, and
phone policies?

Experience with the Court System
8. The court process can often be a confusing,
scary, complicated process for families and
their children. Would any of you like to share
your experience with the court system?

a. What were your experiences with your
child’s lawyer?
b. What were your experiences with the
prosecutor? What was your experience
with the plea bargaining process?
c. What were your experiences with the
judge?
d. Was there information you wished people had known before your child was
sentenced?
9. Some courts order families and their child to
receive counseling such as training, mentoring, tutoring, and parenting skills. What do you
think about the services ordered through the
court? Were they the right ones or did you need
something else?

Post Release
10. For those of you whose children have been
released, after watching them go through the
entire system, how was your child able to transition back into society?
11. Finding employment is hard for youth involved
in the justice system. Can you tell us about your
child’s struggles in this aspect?
12. What could our system do to better prepare
your child for the future? This could be in terms
of education, jobs, social skills, etc.

Positive Experiences
13. Throughout your experience with the justice
system, what have been positive experiences
you have had, either with specific people or
programs that we should know about? Why do
you think they worked for your child?

[For the facilitator, ask several follow-up questions
to identify the specific behaviors or attributes about
people or programs that families like. For example,
if someone explains that a probation officer is nice.
Ask, “What exactly does she/he do that is nicer than
other probation officers you have worked with?”]
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Tool 3: Comprehensive Assessment
The goal of this assessment is to spark a conversation about the policies and practices currently in place
that are supporting families of youth in the justice system and to help identify next steps. The questions are
designed for use by justice system stakeholders of all types, from direct service providers to administrators.
The questions are intentionally designed in a “strengths-based” format, to identify areas to build on where
the justice system is currently doing a good job of meeting the needs of families. By answering these
questions, systems will identify the existing leaders, collaborations, and resources that can be adapted,
expanded, and modified so that all families can be better served.
The information will be most useful if data are gathered from families and youth currently or recently involved with the justice system. Therefore, we strongly encourage system stakeholders to conduct this
analysis in partnership with family members.

The “F” stands for Families having a primary decision-making role in their individual
child’s care and case, as well as the policies and procedures governing the care of all children
involved in the justice system in their community, state, tribe, territory, and nation.
1. What information do we provide to families to help them make informed decisions? Consider all system-to-family communication mechanisms such as one-on-one conversations, written and audio materials, peer support, etc.
a. What have we done to ensure effective family-to-system and system-to family communication?
b. How do we make our documents family friendly? (e.g., What languages are documents available in? What is the reading level? How are they formatted?)
c. How do we involve families in helping to create materials, documents, forms, signage, or other
communication materials?
2. How do we involve families in decision-making processes related to the care and treatment of their
individual child?
a. How do we identify what has been successful in the past versus what has not worked?
b. What do we do to ensure that families have a real voice in the discussions and that their voice
is heard and respected by other participants?
c. How do we collect information from families about their strengths and what they need or want
help with?
d. How do we communicate what the system expects the family to do related to their child’s
care and treatment? How do we collect similar information about what the family expects the
system to do?
e. How do we identify and resolve barriers (e.g., transportation, child care, scheduling, language,
literacy, anxiety) that impede the ability of the family to participate? Do we engage families in
helping to identify and resolve these barriers?
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3. What techniques are used to ensure that families fully understand all the processes of the system and
when and how to give their input?
a. How do we know if families understand, participate in, and accept the decisions being made?
b. How do we minimize and fully explain the use of legal terms and jargon, acronyms, and the
results of evaluations and other data and reports?
c. How have we incorporated the use of peer support for families?
d. Are families invited to bring their own experts or other trusted persons to meetings?
e. How do we serve families who do not speak English? Do we use staff who speak the families’
languages or use certified and qualified interpreters?
4. How have we made the physical settings where meetings take place, and where youth and families receive services, welcoming environments that demonstrate that we value youth and families as partners?
5. What activities and other events do we invite families to participate in to demonstrate that we want
their involvement and value their presence in their child’s life and as a support to us? Do we engage
families in suggesting, planning, and executing these activities?
6. How do we include families in establishing policies that affect all youth? Specific policies families often
want to provide input on are:
a. The availability, quality, and equitable distribution of community-based services and resources
b. Discriminatory policing practices
c. Definitions, scope, and application of criminal laws, particularly school-based offenses
d. Court-related policies including availability and quality of appointed counsel, charging practices and protocols of prosecutors, and court-related fees and fines
e. The use of incarceration for youth and policies affecting conditions of confinement
f.

Laws allowing youth to be prosecuted in the adult criminal justice system and held in adult
jails and prisons

7. How have we ensured that families are represented on relevant bodies that govern justice system
policies and practices?
8. What concrete benefits do we offer to families (e.g., stipends, child care, transportation support, food)
to acknowledge their contributions to policy discussions?
9. What techniques do we use to ensure that every child has a family member advocating on his or her
behalf? How do we engage youth to determine which family members to include in these discussions
and meetings?
10. How do we support the development of skills of family members to ensure that they can participate
fully in decision-making activities related to their individual child?

The “A” stands for Access to a continuum of services that can be accessed by the family
without regard to whether the child is in the system.
1. What methods do we use to identify family needs to ensure services are available in the community
prior to justice system involvement? (e.g., surveys of families, focus groups, examination of referral
patterns, case reviews)
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2. How do we make it easy for families to access necessary services and support without needing to
enter the justice system?
a. How do we communicate to families the range of services available in the community that may
be useful in meeting their child’s needs?
b. What outreach strategies do we use to ensure that families are fully informed about the available services (e.g., websites, hotline phone numbers)?
c. How do we learn what makes it difficult for families to access services?
d. How do we learn what services are not available that families and youth need and want?
3. How have we worked to identify and strengthen the neighborhoods and communities where most of
the youth come from? Have we engaged families from these neighborhoods and communities to help
identify solutions?
4. How have we created special programs to support families known to be at risk (e.g., children of incarcerated parents)?
5. How have we identified and met the needs of youth from diverse cultural, ethnic, linguistic, and racial
backgrounds? In what ways do we ensure the services that are available and provided to families are
culturally and linguistically competent? Do we engage families from diverse communities in these
discussions?
6. How do we serve families who do not speak English? Do we employ staff who speak the families’
languages or use certified and qualified interpreters?
7. How do we ensure that eligibility requirements for certain services enable all children with needs to
be served?
8. How have we changed funding or eligibility requirements to make it more likely that youth get the services they need (e.g., policies that suspend rather than terminate, Medicaid coverage for youth who
enter detention or correction facilities)?
9. How have we made sure that services are available at the times families need them? For example, are
crisis intervention services available 24 hours a day, seven days a week?
10. How have we made conflict resolution and other restorative justice practices available to mediate
disputes that might otherwise end up in the justice system?

The “M” stands for services, laws, and policies that Meet the mutual goals of addressing the
needs of youth, families, and victims and that keep the public safe.
1. What actions have been taken to divert low-risk and low-need youth out of the system entirely?
2. What actions have been taken to stop the practices known to increase recidivism (e.g., scared straight
programs, boot camps, transfer to adult court)?
3. How do we ensure that families receive the necessary services to prevent youth from reoffending (e.g.,
analysis of recidivism patterns by provider)?
4. How have we made evidence-based programs available to youth in the community?
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5. How do we determine whether the array of available evidence-based programs is appropriate and
sufficient to meet the needs of the specific youth in the community?
6. What do we do when an individual service plan is not working as expected?
7. How do we ensure that families feel adequately supported in keeping their child and the rest of their
family safe once their child is reunited with the family?
8. What have we done to eliminate the use of programs or providers that have not been successful?
9. How have we stopped or reduced the use of practices (e.g., zero-tolerance policies, transfer to the
adult system) that are harmful to youth and objectionable to families?
10. How are the results of the information identified above used to inform policy decisions and to make
changes in service availability, RFP processes, and use of providers?
11. How are innovative ideas cultivated and supported to address the identified unmet needs of youth
and families?
12. What methods do we use to ensure that families are satisfied with the care and treatment of their child
(e.g., surveys, focus groups, individual interviews)?
a. What opportunities or methods can families use to request a different service or provider when
they are dissatisfied?
b. What opportunities or methods can families use to provide feedback about a service or provider?
c. How do we know that families feel safe and secure taking advantage of these opportunities?
13. What mechanisms are in place to reward service providers who meet the needs of youth and families
effectively?

The “I” stands for Interagency and Community Collaboration and Funding.
1. How have we partnered effectively with other agencies and community organizations?
a. Mental health
b. Education – earning a high school diploma or GED, attending college, getting vocational training
c. Child Welfare
d. Human Services
e. Substance abuse services – especially for youth with co-occurring mental health and
substance use disorders
f.

Housing – especially for youth aging out of the child protective services system.

g. Workforce and economic support for parents and youth
h. Private sector service providers
i.

Recreation and social support systems

j.

Community-based nonprofit agencies

k.

Faith-based organizations

l.

Other ________
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2. How have we worked with family and community-based organizations?
a. How have we worked with existing family-run, family-led, and family-voice organizations to
meet the needs of families in the justice system?
b. How have we encouraged the development of new organizations to support families in the
justice system?
c. How have we worked with community organizations to gain their support in meeting the needs
of youth and families involved in the justice system?
3. What has made the collaborations identified above successful?
4. How have we worked to ensure funding and other in-kind support (e.g., office space) for family
organizations?
5. What funding strategies have we used to leverage funding from all available sources (federal, state,
local, and private) to meet the needs of youth in the justice system?
6. How have we ensured that fiscal policies do not encourage the use of residential care over communitybased programs?

The “L” stands for Leadership and Training for both families and system stakeholders.
1. Looking back upon the successful programmatic efforts, initiatives, and collaborations identified
above, who were the leaders who emerged?
a. System stakeholders
b. Family and community-based organizations
c. Individual family members or community leaders
2. How have these leaders been recruited, cultivated, rewarded, and otherwise encouraged to continue
in their efforts to respond to the needs of youth and families?
3. What mechanisms or opportunities are in place to encourage leadership in this area?
4. How are family members incorporated on policy-making or other advisory governance bodies?
5. In what ways do we communicate to staff that we expect them to meet the needs of youth and families
in a strengths-based and culturally competent manner?
a. Job descriptions
b. Recruitment strategies
c. Involving families in the interviewing/hiring process
d. Training curricula
6. How do we ensure that family expertise and perspectives are an integral part of staff training (e.g.,
through training sessions designed and led by families and family-driven organizations)?
7. How do we support the development of skills of family members to participate fully in the decision-making activities related to policy discussions (e.g., opportunities to develop public speaking skills)?
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8. How do we support peer-to-peer learning opportunities to share experiences about effective ways to
meet the needs of youth and families?
a. Line staff
b. Administrator or policy level staff
c. Family members

“Y” stands for Youth fully prepared for their futures.
1. What are we doing to move toward a strengths-based system for youth?
2. How are we helping to prepare youth for a safe, productive, healthy, and happy life in the community
(e.g., skills development, linkage to supportive networks, acquiring key developmental assets)?
3. What actions have been taken to provide youth with effective, culturally competent, affordable, accessible, and developmentally appropriate services in the community?
4. How do we provide youth with the opportunity to engage in restorative practices that enable them to
repair the harm, make amends, learn about the impact of their actions, and/or participate in restorative
encounters with those who have been affected by their actions?
5. What mechanisms are in place to track positive outcomes for youth (e.g., enrollment in higher education, employment status, connections to family)?
6. What actions have been taken to connect youth to permanent families and supportive adults who will
maintain lifelong connections to support them?
7. What actions have we taken to get youth the education they need to be prepared for college or careers?
8. What actions have we taken to link youth to supportive adult services they may need (e.g., SSI, vocational rehabilitation)?
9. What actions have been taken to help parenting youth connect to their own children and develop
parenting skills?
10. What actions have been taken to develop the leadership skills of youth?
11. What actions have we taken to reduce the negative impact of arrest records and of juvenile adjudication or criminal conviction records?
12. What actions have we taken to welcome youth into full participation and contribution to their community (e.g., re-entry welcoming ceremonies, probation graduation, opportunities to give back to the
community or to provide peer support for other youth)?
13. What actions have been taken to help youth develop financial literacy skills and long-term economic
stability?
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Tool 4: Summary of the Five Features
1. Families are Supported Before and After Challenges Arise
•

Promote resources for families through websites and hotline numbers.

•

Develop special programs and support for youth and families involved or at risk of involvement in
the justice system that do not require court involvement.

•

Stop the school-to-prison pipeline by: closing the door to juvenile court; creating positive school
cultures; targeting school-based family engagement strategies at families involved or at risk of
involvement in the justice system; and using restorative justice practices instead of suspensions,
expulsions, or arrest.  

•

Create and expand diversion opportunities for youth who have contact with law enforcement to
avoid justice system contact and unnecessary detention.

2. Families Have Peer Support from the Moment a Youth is Arrested through Exit
•

Create new law enforcement protocols to inform parents of their child’s arrest and information
about their rights, the justice system, and resources to help them.

•

Meet the legal needs of families by improving access and quality of counsel for children, and create new legal resources for families by partnering with community-based organizations and legal
service providers.

•

Create formal orientation programs and resource materials for families to help them understand
the juvenile court process and the services available in the community to meet their needs.

•

Expand existing peer support and wraparound programs, and create new ones, to serve all youth
and families who request and need the service.

•

Invest in the development of Family-Run, Family-Led, and Family-Voice Organizations to provide
peer support to families in the justice system.

3. Families Are Involved in Decision-making Processes to Hold Youth Accountable and
Keep the Public Safe
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•

Ensure that family members are included in all decisions related to the care of their individual child.

•

Elevate opportunities for family members to create their own case plans by implementing Family
Group Decision Making.  

•

Involve families in the design and implementation of practices within specific juvenile justice agencies and facilities, including staff orientation and training, development of materials, and community outreach.

•

Conduct a top-to-bottom review of laws and policies affecting youth and families in the justice
system.

•

Invite family members to all policy-making tables, advisory boards, or policy committees and treat
them as equals.

4. Youth Have Access to Culturally-Competent Treatment Options Which Strengthen
Family-Youth Bonds
•

Ensure that families and justice system stakeholders have a range of community-based programs,
including evidence-based programs, to choose from to meet the needs of youth and public safety.

•

In both community-based and residential programs, teach youth skills to cope with peer, school,
family, and neighborhood problems, and provide families with skills and resources to cope with
the difficulties of raising teenagers.

•

Replace traditional, large, secure incarceration facilities with small rehabilitative facilities close to
the community.

•

For all out-of-home placements, facilities should develop comprehensive family engagement
strategies to maximize youth-family contact and facilitate family-staff communication to include:
»» Using an expanded definition of family for visitation and mail correspondence.

»» Creating a welcoming environment for families through creating special materials for families to explain their rights and the policies of the facility, hosting special events, soliciting
regular feedback from families, and making the physical environment more inviting and
comfortable for families.
»» Ensuring that visitation hours are convenient for family members, providing low- or nocost phone services, and assisting with transportation to aid regular communication between youth and families.
»» Providing training and support to staff to facilitate effective staff-family interactions and
promote regular communication.

5. Youth Are Prepared for a Successful Future
•

Ensure that youth are actively learning all the skills they need to become successful adults.

•

Align educational programs and offerings for youth to ensure that they can go to college or have
the skills they need for employment opportunities.

•

Help parenting youth develop parenting skills and develop and maintain bonds with their children.

•

Connect youth to programs and opportunities to develop a positive self-image and identity.

•

Actively develop the leadership potential for youth involved in the justice system.
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Methodology
The family-system partnerships we propose—Five Features of a Transformed Justice System and the
FAMILY Model—were developed through a process of “backward mapping” using literature reviews, site
visits, focus groups, surveys, and expert consultations that occurred over a multi-year period. Backward
mapping begins with a description of the desired behavior at the lowest level of intervention—staff providing direct services to youth and families—and then proceeds to identify the resources and supports that
are needed for the desired behaviors to occur.
We started by conducting an extensive literature review on effective family engagement practices inside
and outside the field of juvenile justice. Other child-serving systems, specifically the mental health and
education fields, have had a longer history of working with families and we wanted to draw upon their
best thinking. We are especially appreciative of the work of the family experts across fields whose work,
dedication, prior writings, and leadership in the field of family engagement has profoundly shaped this
workbook.
We conducted multi-day site visits to several jurisdictions perceived by system experts to have a tradition
of being responsive to the needs of youth and families. We wanted to observe line staff and their supervisors in action and to learn more about what it takes to do the work well. We observed the following: a
day treatment program; an intensive probation supervision program; two secure residential care facilities;
an alternative education program, GED program, and charter school; a probation-staffed recreational and
community outreach program; and non-justice-system-related parent support, community, and economic
development activities. Throughout our visits and conversations, we were looking for the key staff- and
system-level ingredients that allow family-friendly practices to flourish. Our observations from these visits
informed our thinking about what family-system partnerships look and feel like for the youth, families, staff,
and supervisors.
Between March and July 2011, we helped convene a series of four listening sessions with the federal
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) and the Education Development Center.
Families and youth from 16 states and tribes who had direct experiences with the justice system participated in focus groups following a similar format: use of a facilitator; brief introductions by the family
members, OJJDP staff, and other listeners in the room; assurances that names and other identifying information would remain confidential; and the use of guiding questions to stimulate discussion. The four main
guiding questions and topic areas were: 1) What was your first involvement with the system?; 2) What was
your child’s experience with the system? Were all your needs met?; 3) What was your family’s experience
with the system? Were your needs met and your rights respected?; and 4) Was there aftercare, i.e., what
happened when your child was no longer in the system? Did he or she receive support?
Between April and May of 2012, we conducted surveys of system stakeholders who are part of two networks, the Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Juvenile Detention Alternative Initiative (JDAI) network, made up
primarily of county-level juvenile justice agencies, and the Council of Juvenile Correctional Administrators’
(CJCA) network of state-level juvenile justice agency officials. The survey was administered online and
started with a series of closed-ended questions in five categories: 1) tools and resources available to
help families navigate the juvenile justice system; 2) services provided to families, and how families are
involved in determining which services they need; 3) accommodations for families in juvenile facilities and
residential placements; 4) methods used to solicit input from families to inform policy decisions; and 5)
training for staff on how to work with families. After answering these questions, system stakeholders were
asked to provide the top five benefits, challenges, and barriers to becoming more family friendly. Survey
responses were then coded and categorized. Copies of all actual survey responses with redacted identify-
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ing information, along with a draft of this workbook were circulated to all respondents and they were given
an opportunity to provide feedback.
How did we select the examples to profile in this workbook? The primary factor was whether the example
contained elements consistent with the values of family-system partnerships. In many cases there were
multiple jurisdictions to choose from, each having slight variations in how they implemented the idea. The
specific examples were selected for a variety of reasons, including the number of children and families
affected by the practice; diversity in the racial and ethnic population served, geographic location, and size
of jurisdiction; written documentation about the effort, so jurisdictions can refer to additional materials if
interested in more information; and the ability to get someone in the local jurisdiction to review the description to confirm accuracy.
We also chose to include practices from agencies that have experienced recent scandals but have made
special effort to address family engagement as part of their reform strategy. We know that none of the
systems profiled in the workbook is perfect, as their system administrators will readily acknowledge, but
these examples demonstrate that systems at all levels of current functioning are capable of improving the
way they respond to families, even in the midst of major organizational crises.
After an initial draft of this workbook was prepared, it was circulated to all persons who had been consulted during this multi-year project. People were invited to add content, ask clarifying questions, and
even object to the ideas presented in this workbook. Through the varied methods used to develop this
workbook, we feel confident that it reflects the views of families and system stakeholders living in communities, states, territories, and tribes across the nation. We are very grateful for the time, care, and valuable
feedback that families, system stakeholders, and other experts provided throughout this process. We
sincerely believe that this workbook reflects a shared vision for how to transform the justice system, and
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